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ABSTRACT

Development of artificial reefs has occurred for hundreds of years as a means of manipulating

aquatic environments. Unfortunately, many of these projects are conducted without proper

management plans and consequently are unable to provide maximum benefits to selected user

groups.

This paper outlines an interdisciplinary approach to artificial reef creation by providing a method

for managing a reef project from conception to completion. Development of a management

protocol was conducted by identifying six primary areas of significance: User group identification,

tatget species identification and investigation, material and site selection, administrative

procedures, operational procedures and program development. This system was then utilized to

design an artificial reef program for the community of Churchill, MB, located on the western

Hudson Bay seaboard.

Investigation of benefits to the community identified possible user groups as recreational dive

industry and ecotourism, northern educational programs and the scientific community. preparation

of the derelict vessel, S.S. Graham Bell and administrative procedures for sinkin g arc
documented. Analysis of control and experimental (sinking) sites include wet weight biomass of
epifauna and qualitative observations on benthic and pelagic organisms. Suggested programs of
use for these data are presented.

Evaluation of possible negative impact on the natural and socio-economic environments indicated

that further investigation is required before initiating reef development. Careful consideration of
ethical and cultural issues surrounding artificial reef development is strongly recommended.
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DEFINITIONS

benthic pf,.or pertaining 
-to, gr living o¡ th9 bottom or at the greatest depths of a large

body of water. Also known ãs benthonic.

endemic Peculiar to a certain region, specifically referring to an organism which occurs
more or less constantiy in anylocality.

epibenthic Of or pertaining to organisms located on the surface of the ocean floor.

epifauna Benthic organisms living on the surface of the ocean floor.

Ínfauna Benthic organisms living beneath the surface of the ocean floor.

kick cycle Movement of each fin from upstroke to downstroke constitutes one kick cycle.
Measurement of distance travélled during one kick cycle provides a diver tíittr u
means of measuring distance underwatei

littoral Of or pertaining to the biogeographic zone between the high and low water
marks.

macrobenthos Benthic organisms of a body size greater than 1 mm.

sublittoral The. benthic- region extending from mean low water to the edge of the
continental shelf.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

Artificial reefs are intended to enhance a social or economic environment for people by

enhancing the marine environment for a particular species. This intent, however, is not

always fulfilled. Some projects begin with a management plan, identify user groups, but

then are improperly sited and fail to meet the defined purpose. Others are successful in a

biological sense, but are virtually inaccessible to users. A difficulty exists in that each

unsuccessful project not only fails to provide benefits to the group initiating the reef

development, but also creates a negative concept of artificial reefs in a holistic sense. With

each failure, public opinion toward the concept is reduced and the likelihood of future reef

plans coming to fruition is jeopardised.

The rationale for constructing artificial reefs is based on the betief that the presence of a

stable substrate results in higher biomass than areas with unstable substrate (Janssen and

Quinn, 1985). Recent studies have indicated that artificial reefs, when properly located

and structured, significantly increase the biological productivity of the area (Popenoe,

1978; Carter et al, 1985). Although the fundamental question as to what attracts organisms

to a reef remains essentially unanswered, the science of designing artificial reefs has

progressed to a point where the population of a desired target species may be selectively

increased (Grove and Sonu, 1983; Alevizon et al, 1985; Hueckel and Buckley, 1989). The

recognition and exploitation of this affinity has created recreational and commercial fishing

opportunities.

In addition to attracting fish, the concentration of marine benthic organisms that colonize

artificial structures also attract non-consumptive users. The abundance of such organisms

in the vicinity of an artificial reef is an important component of recreational diving (Pacific

North Consulting, 1989). The use of reef structures by recreational SCUBA divers has

motivated private interest groups to acquire and scuttle various types of vessels. The

presence of a shipwreck at a travel destination is a primary trip selection criteria for the

majority of divers (Earnst and Whinney, 1980).



Reef enhancement programs are receiving increasing use as sites for marine environmental

impact studies, as they tend to concentrate benthic and pelagic coûrmunities within a

smaller study zone, thus creating a more diverse array of species within a given area

(Buckley, 1985). In order to create a suitable habitat for benthic and pelagic species, the

reef should have a relatively high profile in comparison to the surrounding environment,

high stability characteristics, and a long life expectancy (Brock et al, 1985). Vessels or

derelict ships tend to meet all of these criteria, and consequently are utilized frequently in

artificial reef programs.

In spite of continued research indicating the benefits of artificiat structures, manipulation of

the marine ecosystem is a difficult and inexact science. Actions designed to affect one

organism will most likely affect many others. The repercussions from man's interference

in the delicate balance of nature are far reaching and have been observed throughout the

oceans of the world, causing many questions to be posed regarding the overall influence of

an artificial reef. Preservation of natural environment has become the mandate of many

ecologists and environmentalists, who place high priority on the intrinsic value of natural

areas. Artificial reefs may be construed as a negative impact by certain groups of

individuals.

Cultural considerations are an important aspect of reef development. Many aboriginal

groups have close religious and traditional associations with the marine environment.

Placement of an artificial structure on the ocean floor may violate the customs and beliefs

of such groups. Careful examination of cultural ethics are required to reduce or prevent

violating aboriginal rights and opinions.

Developing a management plan for the creation of an artificial reef involves detailed

examination of operational, social, economic, legal and biological factors. This study

utilized an interdisciplinary approach in order to maximize the potential benefits offered by

successful establishment of an artificial reef.



1.1 BACKGROUND

1.1.1 The Study Community

The town of Churchill, Manitoba (pop. 1300) is located near the mouth of the Churchill

River (58" 44'N, 94o 04'w), (Fig. i). ln 1929, Hudson Bay Railway completed a line to

Churchill to capitalize on the natural harbour conditions, and in 1931 the first grain ship

arrived. The Port of Churchill has the capacity to handle 860 to 890,000 tonnes of grain

annually, however the actual average is closer to 570,000 tonnes per year.

The economic development of Churchill has fluctuated over the years since the inception of
the port, with the establishment of Fort Churchill, a strategic Air Command Base during

V/orld 'War II, a rocket research range in 1957 , and the Churchill-based northern marine

resupply service for the central arctic region, Northern Transportation Company Limited.

The northern airline, Calm Air International, was incorporated in 1981, and became the

largest employer in the community. Closure of the army base in 7963, decreased use of

the harbour and rocket range, and Calm Air's decision to transfer offices to Thompson

have significantly reduced the population and economic status of the community. Wildlife-

based tourism has now become an important source of livelihood and accounts for 4OVo of

the local economy (Pelesh, i988).

Churchill's coastal environment consists of mixed boreal, taiga and tundra biomes. The

oceanographic character of the Churchill marine region is essentially arctic. Semidiurnal

tides originating in the Atlantic Ocean dominate the water movement, overshadowing any

local or arctic tidal effect (Grainger, 1960). Tidal flow is significant, with tidal height (the

difference between high and low tide) surpassing 4 m. Water temperatures at depth range

from 12'C to -1.8'C, and salinity is variable, affected by the freshwater outflow of the

Churchill River and ice water melt (Prinsenberg, 1986a). The bay's suÍrmer circulation is



Figure l. Churchill Region and defined study zone (shaded area).



cyclonic, with with a counterclockwise current carrying cold arctic waters southwestward

from Hudson Strait (Barber and Glenni e, 1964).

The faunal assemblage of Hudson Bay's undersea life is young, characterized by species

of either Pacific or Atlantic affinity and notably few endemics (Dunton , lgg}). Atkinson

and Wacasey's data report 1989) indicates the presence of 279 species of marine

invertebrates in Hudson Bay, but little is known about the community structure and

distribution of marine organisms in the vicinity of the Churchill river estuary.

1.1.2 The S.S. Graham Bell

In 1929, the construction of a steam ship tug was commissioned by Canada Ports

Corporation (CPC) for use at the Port of Churchill. The vessel sailed from Quebec and

was employed as the primary tug for over three decades. In 1963, the S.S. Graham Bell

was replaced by a diesel powered tug, "Twolon", but continued to provide service for the

port until the fall of 1963, when she was permanently docked on the tidal mud flats on the

east of the grain dock (Fig. 2). During the next two decades, there were numorous

attempts to dispose of the vessel. The galley, wheelhouse and smokestack were removed

with the intention of shipping the steel down south to be sold as scrap (Fig. 3a and 3b).

Continued destruction of the vessel would prove to be economically unfeasible, and the

vessel was returned to CPC. Consequently, the port of Churchill has been seeking a

means of disposal for the derelict vessel.



Figure 2. Port of Churchill. Present location of the Graham Bell, proposed sinking site and established

control site are identified.
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1.2 ISSUE STATEMENT

The use of artificial reefs as a habitat enhancement tool has gained tremendous popularity

during recent years. Many artificial reefs have been implemented by well-intentioned

private interest groups to provide recreational opportunities for fîshermen and divers alike.

These reefs were often constructed and sited with little or no forethought or planning.

subsequently, numerous efforts have resulted in less than optimal results.

An opportunity to create an artificial reef from a derelict vessel has many potential benefits.

The town of Churchill has such an opportunity, but what procedures should be employed

in order to analyse the value of such a venture?



1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this project was to document the processes leading up to the
creation of an artificial reef utilizing the tug S.S. Graham Bell, and recommend programs
of use to potential user groups. The specific objectives were:

1.3.1 Identify criteria utilized in site analysis, and document data regarding site
seiection for the artificial reef.

1.3.2 Generate a baseline species inventory for the study area, and document species
diversity, density, and biomass in established control and experimental sites.

1.3.3 Document the administrative and operational processes required to create an

artificial reef in the established experimental site using the tug S.S. Graham
Bell.

1.3.4 Develop programs for three potential user groups, specif,rcally:

1.3.4.1

r.3.4.2

t.3.4.3

Develop a program for the scientific community involving long-
term colonization studies utilizing the data generated from the
baseline study.

Provide the information and material necessary to create a multi-
media information package for public education and educational
institutes depicting marine research and basic ecological
concepts.

Develop a program of use for recreational SCUBA divers, and
utilize photographs and film footage obtained to promote diving
tourism in the Churchill region.



1.4 SCOPE

The impiementation of the research objectives was restricted to the specific areas as

designated in Figure 1.

Data collection in the form of species sampling on SCUBA and photographic
transect surveys occurred in a wider zone in order to enhance the data base.

Programs developed were reconìmended to potential user groups, however, the
impiementation of such programs was beyond the scope of this study.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.L ARTIFICIAI- REEFS

The concept of a¡tificial reefs has been around for hundreds of years. Fishermen, having

experienced consistently higher yields in the vicinity of sunken debris, frequent areas of

shipwrecks and submerged logs. When the structure disintegrates, there is an incentive to

replace it with other materials in order to maintain the fish population (Mottet, 1985).

Although the utilization of artificial aquatic habitats has occurred for centuries, scientific

description of their function and impact has been only recent. The majority of publications

deal with artificial reef construction or are qualitative descriptive studies detailing

successional change and observed species assemblages. Bohnsack and Sutherland (1985)

report that few studies use quantitative experimental methods and many lack scientifically

valid controls. Theír review of 4I3 atificial reef publications indicated only 3lVo occurred,

in peer-reviewed journals.

In spite of the lack of scientific publications, the recognition of the importance of artificial

reefs continues to increase. This interest is reflected in the rising number of artificial reef

research projects, with peaks in frequency of publications occurring in years following

major national or international meetings about artificial reefs. The focus is beginning to

turn toward experimental manipulation and the formation of hypotheses to provide a sound

basis for future artificial reef development.

Artificial reef construction has occurred mainly in Japan and the United States, with the

primary purpose being improvement of fisheries by increasing the harvest of algae,

lobster, other shellfish and fishes. In the United States, efforts have been focused on

increasing the populations of adult fishes associated with artificial structures, while Japan

has expanded their technology to include structures designed to improve spawning,

recruitment and survival of earlier life history stages (Mottet, 1985; Grove and Sonu,
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1983; Seaman et al, 1989). More recently, portions of Australi a, Japan, southeastern Asia,

the Caribbean and eastern and northern Mediterranean basins and the Pacific Islands have

utiiized the advancements in technoiogy to increase fisheries production and yield (Seaman

et al, 1989).

The construction of artificial reefs is not limited to the pursuit of enhanced commercial and

recreational fisheries. Oil and gas platforms serve secondarily as artificial reefs.

Breakwaters, erosion devices and environmental mitigation structures provide a stable

substrate and protective environment for the development of benthic communities.

There have been two primary schools of thought with respect to reef construction and

materials. In Japan and the Indo-Pacific the focus of reef building has been on fish

aggregating devices (FADs), designed to increase the population of commercially valuable

species. From 1980 to 1985, the Japanese government spent nearly a billion dollars on reef

design and deveiopment. Another three billion was earmarked for future fishery

enhancement (Mottet, 1985). The interest provided by the government, universities and

private industry has resulted in new developments in reef technology. Modern modules

used in Japanese reef structures are specifically engineered for strength, longevity, and

stability. Many effective modular units are constructed from fibreglass reinforced plastic

(FRP). This method is expensive, but yields high catch rates of commercially valuable

species. In contrast to the significant funding allocations for designed artificial reefs, the

Japanese government has refused to provide funding to projects utilizing waste materials

for reef construction. Although local groups do build scrap reefs, the emphasis has been

on developing reefs using manufactured components (Mottet, 1985).

In North America, the vast majority of reefs are constructed from scrap material. In many

cases, the primary justification for creating the reef is an environmentally "safe" method for

disposal of waste (Brock et al, 1985). The difficulty with scrap reefs is not their reduced

effectiveness as a colonization site, but with their reduced durability. Low density
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materials such as wooden vessels, automobiles or scrap appliances often disperse or rust

away, decreasing the ecological benefit. Durable scrap materials such as automobile tires

have higher potential as reef building materials. The difficulty is designing suitable reefs

utilizing this type of scrap is in developing techniques for piling it high enough to produce

an effective fish attractor while retaining enough stability to resist dispersal during storms

(Myatt, 1985). The tendency to break apart and drift in high energy environments is a

major consideration when designing reef modules (Ryder, 1981). The areas of surge and

current often supply optimal conditions from an ecological standpoint, providing high

nutrient flow for filter feeders, but may have deleterious effects on the longevity of the reef

structure. Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company has studied the feasibility of artificial reefs

based on a modular tire bundle system (Candle, 1985). Results to date are indicating that

recent designs are suitable for high energy environments.

A relatively inexpensive alternative may be found in concrete modules. If properly located

and designed, concrete structures meet the criteria for successful artificial reef construction.

The high density of the material reduces shifting during periods of intense water movement

and they are often designed to interlock for increased stability (Brock and Norris, 1989).

The feasibility of using blocks of non-toxic waste material from coal fired power plants has

been examined by a number of individuals (Carleton et al, 1982; Woodhead et al, 1985;

Hockley and Sloot, I99I). Fly ash and flue gas desulfurization scrubber sludge from

coal-burning power stations are compacted into hard, solid blocks. Data from an

experimental reef near Long Island, New York have shown that the high density blocks

maintained their physical integrity in sea water, and were rapidly colonized by an

encrusting and sessile community of epibenthic organisms (Woodhead et al, 19S5).

In spite of new technological advances in reef science, the oldest construction material is

still popular. Derelict ships and barges have been utilized for artificial reef construction for

hundreds of years, and continue as a favoured material. Sunken vessels provide a high

profile, stable environment for invertebrate colonization while creating habitat for fishes by
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providing areas for predator avoidance. In Florida's artificial reef network, steel hull

barges and ships have been among the most successful materials in the program (Dean,

1983). In L970, Public Lavt 92-402 was passed, enabling the u.S. Maritime

Administration to "make available to the states" surplus WWII Liberty ships for reef

building pu{poses. Six of these vessels were allotted to the Tidewater Artificial Reef

Association of Virginia (Meier et al, 1985), Mississippi and Alabama deployed five vessels

each, and Florida received six vessels before the supply diminished.

The creation of Triangle Reef near the mouth of Chesapeake Bay was accomplished by

sinking four retired Liberty Ships. Each vessel was partially scrapped to approximately the

second deck level, and all propulsion equipment, machinery and floatable materials as well

as internal compartments tvere removed. Plastic explosives were used as part of a training

exercise conducted by the U.S. Navy (Meier et al, 1985). Well-established marine

communities exist based on the superstructure provided by the wrecks. Wreck Alley, near

Mission Bay, California contains numerous artificial reefs and has become a study site for

the California Department of Fish and Game and Scripps Institute of Oceanography.

Investigations of the evolving marine ecosystem as well as the impact of the reefs on the

fish populations are present topics of research (Greenbaum, 1990).

In Canada, sunken vessels are gaining popularity as environmental enhancement tools and

recreational SCLIBA sites. A program developed by the Professional Association of Dive

Instructors (PADI Canada) has contributed to the successful sinking of a number of
vessels. The Artificial Reef Society of British Columbia oversees a number of sites along

the west coast of Canada and is continually searching for derelict vessels to utilize in the

program.

2.1.1, Biological Component

The biological communities associated with artificial reefs are diverse and largely unstudied

as the majority of research into artificial reef ecosystems has focused on fish population
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dynamics or the biology of commercially marketable species. Controversy over whether

the presence of a reef causes migration of organisms from outlying areas or actually

increases recruitment is also prevalent in the literature.

This question as to whether reefs add to the biomass of an area or merely aggtegate stocks

from surrounding areas has persisted from early reef enhancement projects to present.

Japanese research indicates that artificial reefs are used successfully in programs designed

to increase the production of desired species (Sheehy, 19S5). North American research

has continuously debated whether organisms are atftacted from surrounding areas,

concentrate on the reef, or actually exhibit increased productivity. Pollard's (19S9) study

indicated that artificial reef biomass increased over time to a level approximately equal to

the natural reefs in the area. During the period of reef development, the resident population

of the natural reef was not reduced. This would indicate an increased carrying capacity of

the local environment induced by the presence of the artif,icial structure.

While many local species of fish become permanently associated with a fishing reef, the

ability of the reef to attract fish during seasonal migrations is the economically important

function (Mottet, 1985). Assessing the benefits to fish derived from association with a reef

involves examination of their behaviour with respect to the structure. Pelagic fish are

believed to use the reef as a spatial reference around which the fish may orient themselves

(Baynes and Szmant, 1989). Schools of fish are observed migrating from reef to reef,

altering their route in order to accommodate reef structures. The mechanism for locating

reefs is not clear, for alteration ofroute occurs at distances outside of visual range. The

role of chemical factors has been tested, but one factor indicating other mechanisms are at

work is the fish's ability to detect the presence of a reef while upcurrent from the structure

(Mottet, 1985). Sound or pressure waves created by currents passing over or around the

reef may be responsible for notifying fish as to the presence of a structure.

The physical structure of a reef on the ocean floor creates changes in water flow and

cument. The slowing down of the water as it passes through openings in the structure may
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provide latvae with the opportunity to attach to the site. Sedentary invertebrates require

high flow rates of nutrient rich water to filter feed, while conditions must also allow for
attachment and development without damage caused by high currents. The bottom

composition of the surrounding arca is important to the survival of filter feeders, for
sediment laden water damages small filter feeding organisms attached to reef surfaces.

This is particularly critical in marine reefs because invertebrates such as corals and sponges

cannot tolerate high siltation rates. If the sediment has any organic content, the problem is

exacerbated due to oxygen depletion resulting from decomposition. The build up of
byproducts of decomposition such as carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide also have

deleterious effects on filter feeding organisms (Mathews, 1985).

2.1.2 Economic ramifications

Benefits and costs of artificial reefs are evaluated with reference to the local community,

regionaleconomy, and private industry. To develop effective site plans, Chang (1986)

suggests the following factors for consideration:

Value of recreational diving on artificial reefs;

Value of recreational fishing from artificial reefs;
Value of commercial fishing from artificial reefs;

Dismantling costs of artificial reef materials;

Transportation costs of artificial reef materials to reef site;

Potential sites for artificial reefs;

Salvage value of artificial reef materials.

The cost of annual maintenance, liability insurance premiums, installation costs and

sources of funds for converting artificial reef materials to artificial reefs are also cited as

parameters within the benefilcost analysis.

Economic studies into reef siting and creation have dealt primarily with the fishing

industry, however, a number of studies have examined the value of sport diving. In
Louisiana, approximately fifty percent of divers depend on offshore petroleum structures
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for sixty percent of their diving (Roberts and Thompson, 1983). In an analysis of the

Dade County, Florida Reef System, the annual economic impact of a new reef is estimated

to be a minimum of $122,000. This figure includes angling and diving use by private boat

owners only and does not reflect income increases to charter boat facilities (Milon, 1989).

A similar study conducted in Michigan's Alger Underwater Preserve investigated the

economic benefits of wreck diving. The revenue generated from food, transportation and

diving related expenditures exceeded $1.2 million in 1986 (Pacific North Consulring,

1e89).

Although literature on the economic impact of Canadian artificial reefs is scarce, studies

detailing the tourism potential of wreck diving provide insight into the possible economic

benefits. The contribution of sport diving to local economies has shown steady growth

over the last decade. Ontario's Fathom Five National Marine Park, home of 19 wrecks,

has shown increased attendance each year. A 1989 study undertaken by British

Columbia's Ministry of Regional Development (Pacific North Consulting, 1989) examined

the tourism potential of wreck diving in the province. A qualitative and quantitative

assessment of potential economic gain to B.C.'s tourism industry revealed a strong market

for artificial reef use and wreck diving in B.C. waters. The potential revenue generated

and subsequent contribution to the provincial economy would outweigh the cost of

producing artificial reefs from sunken vessels.

Recently, artificial reefs have been evaluated for their mitigative potential in nearshore

marine habitats possibly impacted by operations of power plants, offshore petroleum

exploration, and municipal sewage outfalls (Aquabio, 1981). The mitigative potential

includes all valued resources (algae, invertebrates, and fish) within the potentially impacted

habitat (Ashe, 1982). Pendleton Artificial Reef was constructed in southern California

principally to assess the potential of utilizing reefs for mitigative purposes and ultimately to

produce a biological community that compares favourably with surrounding natural reefs

(Jessee et al, 1985). Thirty-five months after it was established, Pendleton Artificial Reef

attracts significantly higher numbers of fish relative to nearby kelp forests and natural
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reefs. Early successional invertebrate and algal assemblages were observed and attributed

to the high profile of the reef with respect to surrounding topography (Jessee et al, 1985).

However, it is speculated that over time the artificial reef will develop slowly toward a

natural condition. In the case of creating a reef to mimic natural conditions, it is

reconìmended that the physical characteristics of the artificial reef should closely reflect

those exhibited in the natural state.

2.1.3 Legal Process

Jurisdictional authority over the study area was investigated in order to establish permit

requirements and liability. Jurisdiction in the general sense refers to the geographic aI arca

of application of a particular legal system. Under the third United Nations Conference on

the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS ru) the part of the sea next to a state's coast is called its

territorial sea, and is subjected to the coastal state's laws and jurisdiction extend within it,

almost as if it were part of the land. Territorial sea may be claimed for a distance of up to

20 km..

Transporting the reef material to the sinking site may cross jurisdictional boundaries, and

care must be taken when assessing the legalities of the tow. There are two ancient legal

maxims still utilized as the basis for defining liability of a tow. They are "The tug is

servant of the tow" and "Tug and tow are one ship". In the coÍtmon type of towage, a

vessel navigated in confined waters with the help of tugs is under single command and that

command is clearly placed on the bridge of the vessel under tow. When a tug tows a

vessel or structure incapable of propulsion and steering by its own accord the navigational

control of the operation lies aboard the tug (Grime, 1991). The question as to whether

practical control lies aboard the tow or aboard the tug is the basis for assignment of

liability.

In the unlikely event of the vessel sinking while under tow, the consequences could be in

violation of the right of navigation. Common law affecting harbours states that there is a
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public right of navigation in the sea and tidal waters. Under the merchant shipping act,

harbour and conservancy authorities are empowered to remove wrecks which are or may

become "an obstruction or danger to navigation or the lifeboat service" within the area for

which they are responsible or its approaches. Wreck raising authority may take action

itself and charge the cost to the owner. The owner who was blameless in the collision or

subsequent loss of the vessel is in no better position than the negligent parry; the liability of

ship owners to meet wreck raising expenses is strict. That liability, of course, may feature

in a tort claim against the towage vessel, and losses may be recouped, however the initial

responsibility lies with the ship owner.

under the canadian Navigable waters Protection Act R.S., c. N-19, s.1., (NWpA), a

person in charge of the vessel obstructing a navigable water shall:

forthwith give notice of the existence thereof to the Minister or to the
collector of customs at the nearest or most convenient port; and

place and, as long as the obstruction or obstacle continues, maintain, by
day, a sufficient signal and, by night, a sufficient light to indicate the
position thereof .

Although the "person in charge of the vessel" at the time of incident would be the tug

operator, debt cannot be assigned to that person, as the tug is owned by Canada Ports

Corporation, and utilizes federal employees. Collection of this debt would not be possible

for the source of the debt and the source of the payment are one in the same. The

responsibility for this debt would most likely fall to the owner, who would have to initiate

legal action in the form of a tort claim to recoup losses.

In addition to liability and jurisdiction, environmental concems are paramount. The Ocean

Dumping Regulations, 1988 state that pursuant to section 86 of the Canadian

Environmental Protection Act, an application for a permit to dispose of a ship, aircraft,

platform, or other anthropogenic structure at sea shall be submitted, using form 4 of the

a)

b)
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schedule (Appendix 1). Chapter 22 of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act t70.(1)l
reads "no person shall dispose of any ship,...in any areaof the sea ... except in accordance

with a permit granted under section 77". ANotice of Intent regarding the disposal must be

circulated in a local paper, and proof of circulation is required.

2.2 THE CHURCHILL REGION

Northern Manitoba is home to the largest wildlife management area in Canada. The Cape

Churchill Wildlife Management Area was created in 1978 to maintain the unique ecological

diversity found on the northeastern seaboard, and provide wildlife related outdoor activities

for all Manitobans. Cape Churchill is a blend of taiga and tundra, salt and freshwater

marshes and subtidal marine ecosystems. The diversity of animals inhabiting the region

provides opportunities for tourism-based economic development and scientific research.

The area is characterizedby geological formations typical of the Precambrian Shield. The

region's wide coastal shelf slopes gradually to a relatively shallow seafloor that exhibits

mixed bottom substrates. Sediment deposited by runoff are dispersed by the counter-

clockwise current flow (Pelletier, 1986). These sediments grade from coarse precambrian

or Paleozoic gravels nearshore to fine silt and clay with a considerable organic carbon

content offshore. Fluvial sediment distribution may be altered by ice scour and deposition

of sediment load from drift ice. Coarse materials, such as boulders and cobblestones, are

frozen into the coastal ice and released wherever the ice melts.

2.2.1 Biological Community

The marine environment in Hudson Bay is difficult to characterize as any one ecosystem

type, as the influence of Arctic and Atlantic oceans create a unique blend of systems.

Instead, the marine benthic fauna that inhabit the sublittoral shallows of Hudson Bay

comprise a relatively young assemblage of organisms that consist of Atlantic or pacific
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species with notably few endemics (Dunton, 1992).

The data fo¡ benthic species within Hudson Bay is sporadic, consisting mainly of data

obtained from dredged samples and bottom drags. Grainger (1968) provides a species list

for the area identifying less than two hundred species within the area, a relatively low

figure compared to similar ecosystems. An updated literature search identifying benthic

species of the Hudson Bay region indicated that 279 species have been identified by

previous studies (Atkinson and Wacasey, 1989). The lack of data on community structure

and distribution in Hudson Bay may effect future oil and gas exploration in the area.

Impact studies require baseline data and inventories of surrounding areas in order to

identify possible effects from antkopogenic structures on the ocean floor.

Lubinsky (1980) documents the presence of twenty-six species of molluscs in Hudson

Bay and gives a general description of all marine bivalve molluscs that have been identified

in the central and easte¡n arctic. Information on life history, key identifying features and a

section of photographs aid in species identification. Maps denoting present range and

distribution are also supplied.

2.2,2 Physical oceanography

Barber and Giennie (1964) provide salinity, temperature and dissolved oxygen data for

Hudson Bay, with some data collection points in the vicinity of the mouth of the Churchill

Rive¡. Various depths are recorded, but the point ofinterest is in the 0 to 30 m range. This

study identifies the area to the south east of the mouth of the river as having a reduced

salinity reading, but the reduction does not appear to be to the north west of the river

mouth. This is consistent with Hempel's (1985) data, stating that the ocean cuffents are

counter-clockwise th-rough the bay.

Prinsenberg (1986a) published salinity and tempeÍature distribution profiles for Hudson

Bay indicating summer data collected from ¡esearch vessels. A current meter mooring
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from 150 km northeast of Churchili collected year round salinity and temperature data.

Results indicated that below the surface layer, the water becomes colder and more saline

with depth, reaching salinities greater than 33 ppt and temperatures below -1.4'C.

Prinsenberg (1986b) also documented the circulation pattern and current structure of
Hudson Bay, indicating that the shallowness of the bay causes its marine environment to

depend strongly on local influence of runoff, wind stress, annual ice cover and radiation

heat flux.

Baker (1989) provides a comprehensive environmental assessment of the Nelson River

estuary, outlining methods of site identification and sampling techniques. Measuring

techniques for salinity, O2 measurement, and temperature are discussed, with specific

reference to the YSI-33 salinity-temperature-conductivity meter. Surface water samples

were obtained, and nitrates, ammonia, suspended carbon, suspended solids, pH, nitrites,

total dissolved nitrogen, chlorophyll a, dissolved organic and inorganic carbon, and

soluble reactive silica determined for each site.

2.3 SAMPLING TECHNIQUES

Gamble (1984) indicates that SCUBA diving using air (as opposed to Heliox or orher

mixed gas systems) is the simplest and cheapest means of conducting in situ benthic

research underwater but it is essential that the scientist is initially proficient in the diving

techniques. In selecting a method of recording the data, consultation with other studies

utilizing SCUBA for data collection indicates photographic recording and in situ accounts

are the most effective. Holme (1984) documented reliable photographic techniques for

underwater use, covering optical problems regarding air-glass-water interface, colour

absorption and lighting techniques. Details on photographic transect methods contributed

to development of biological sampling regime. A comparison is made between

photographic surveys and other techniques, including trawl, dredge and diver sampling.
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Sample collection techniques are identified and contrasted by Gamble (1984) and

Eleftheriou and Holme (1984). Methods of removing invertebrates from the substrate,

locating burrowing individuals and extracting species for identification are outlined. A
thorough description of transect use, identifying field procedures for macrobenthic

sampiing, infauna extraction and quantitative photography is presented by Snow et al

(1987) detailing methods used in the Baffin Island Oil Spill (BIOS) srudy of 1981-83.

Airlift techniques for quantitative biomass analysis of benthic invertebrates are detailed,

and methods of calculation are given.

A self-contained airlift sampler design was presented by Benson (1989), who described

construction, operation and sampling capacity of a number of different models.

Photographic quantitative sampling techniques for hard-bottom benthic communities are

outlined by Bohnsack (1979), and deemed more practical, rapid, inexpensive and provided

more information than direct observation or hand-collected biomass samples. This method

also provided permanent records for future reference.

Dayton and Oliver (1979) address the value of field experimentation as compared to

laboratory work. Varied experimental techniques for areas with a hard substrate marine

bottom are identified, and possible errors regarding artifact data are recognized. Specific

studies are cited, with the effors revealed, and suggestions are put forth in order to avoid

such problems. Complementary laboratory and field experiment methods are documented

and discussed with respect to various benthic systems.

2.4 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

2.4.1 Science curriculum in northern schools

Marine education programs within the local school are considered an important part of the

biology program. The majority of children within the community are unaware of life under
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the arctic seas, and would benefit from understanding the biological ecosystem that exists

in their local surroundings. The creation of a multimedia program introducing research

methods and basic marine ecosystems would provide the educational community with a

means of providing this knowledge. Interactive multimedia learning tools may be created

using current technology in combination with actuai recordings from the field. These

programs may then be incorporated into the basic biology curriculum.

Public education in arctic marine ecosystems may be accomplished by incorporating

information on the marine communities into tourism in the Churchill region. Pelesh (1988)

identifies beluga whales as the most popular tourist species with respect to wildlife tours in

the area. The majority of visitors view the whales through organized whale watching

tours, oblivious to the vast ecosystem beneath the sea. By identifying the whale as one

member of a complex food chain, and utilizing photographs, film footage and actual

samples of species, each visitor may obtain a greater understanding of the marine

inhabitants.

2.4.2 Tourism

Tourism accounts for 4OVo of the local economy in Churchill (Pelesh, 1988). The majority

of activities involve non-consumptive use of wildlife, such as sightseeing and

photography. The area is one of the most accessible arctic wildlife sanctuaries in the world,

offering year round air and rail service. The establishment of the Cape Churchitl Wildlife

Management Area (CCWMA) in 1978 serves to provide outdoor recreational activities to

Manitobans while promoting the restoration of the ecological diversity of the area.

A SCUBA survey was conducted in August of 1989 in order to assess the potential for

dive tours in Churchill. The drawing card of such tours is the chance to interact with

beluga whales. During the initial assessment, passive interaction with the whales occurred,

and the conditions were deemed favourable for dive tours. The unique flora and fauna of

the region, combined with the remote location are attractive features contribute to the
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potential attraction. Trends in diver preference and areas of expenditure indicate that

"adventure travel" is rapidly becoming the preferred type of dive holiday. A recent survey

by Skin Diver Magazine (Tzimoulis , L987) concludes that there will be a growing trend

toward educational dive vacations. It is predicted that divers will select specific resorts

where they will dedicate their vacations to learning such skills as underwater photography,

wreck exploration, underwater archaeology or marine life identification (Tzimoulis ,IgB7).

Wreck diving has long been the passion of a large majority of divers. Marine parks, such

as Bruce Peninsula National Park in Ontario attest to this fact, admitting thousands of
divers every year to view its 19 wrecks (Soegtrop, 1938). The addition of a wreck to the

already appealing arctic dive environment will serve to increase diver interest and

consequently will generate income for the residents.

Marine education of recreational SCUBA divers occurs during their initial training, if
taught through the Professional Association of Dive Instructors (PADI). The introduction

of Project AWARE (Aquatic World Awareness, Responsibility, and Education) in

November of 1989 incorporates information on marine ecosystems and reef preservation

(ADANAC Journal, 1989). Each diver is educated in proper diving techniques to avoid

destruction of delicate organisms, and information on local conditions often involves a

summary of the ecosystem. The inclusion of arctic ecosystem education into northern

diving tours utilizing video and still photography will increase diver awareness and

generate a sense of stewardship over the aquatic world and its inhabitants.
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Chapter 3

METHODS

The stated objective of the research was to document the processes leading up to the

creation of an artificial reef utilizing the tug S.S. Graham Bell. In order to establish the

protocol for reef creation, a literature search was conducted to define specific criteria. A

computerized search of data bases Bios and Department of Fisheries and Oceans Waves

was conducted identifying the key words "artificial reef". Utilizing Annotated

Bibliograph)¡ of Artificial Reef Research and Management (Stanton et al, 1985) and

artificial reef conference proceedings, pertinent documents were reviewed and specific

criteria com.mon to successful reef development were identified and formed the basis for

subsequent areas of investigation. Six primary areas of significance were recognised:

1. User group identification

2. Target species identification and investigation

3. Material and site selection

4. Administrative procedures

5. Operational procedures

6. Program development

The methodology adopted to reach the stated objectives varied in response to field

conditions. The nature of this study entailed research in an unpredictable environment, and

required flexible methods to meet the changing conditions.
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3.1 USER GROUP IDENTIFICATION

The creation of a reef is to meet the needs of the user, therefore identification of the user

group is paramount. Literature reviews revealed the most common areas of interest are:

Fishers (recreational and commercial)

Recreational SCUBA divers

Tourism and education

Scientific community

Mitigation

Each group was assessed as to their presence in the Churchill community, potential benefits

from the reef and ability of the reef to meet their needs. Selected user groups were then

further analysed to identify specific requirements.

3.2 TARGET SPECIES IDENTIFICATION AND INVESTIGATION

Following user group identification, an examination of each group's needs was conducted.

Projected benefits to each user group were defined based on existing knowledge of the

local marine community. Identification of specific benefits were based on the following

themes: 1) Individual organism,2) Groups of organisms,3) Ecosystems.

To effectively increase a local population of a species, an examination of the ecosystem and

surrounding environment was required. Qualitative and quantitative sampling occurred

during 1989, 1990 and 1991 to establish biology and distribution of selected species and

general ecosystem components.
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3.3 SITE SELECTION

Consultation with Canada Ports Corporation representatives was undertaken to define areas

of preferred reef siting. Potential interference with shipping and navigation were of
primary concern. Identification of the Button Bay area as a preferred site assisted in

limiting selections and eliminated sites in the area south east of the mouth of the Churchill

River.

3.3.1 Study zone

The study zone was defined as the marine environment within a 10 km radius of the present

location of the S.s. Graham Bell (58'48'24" N, 94" 13'06"'w) (Fig.1). In 19g9, an

initial examination of the subtidal environment was conducted primarily to establish the

feasibility of a recreational dive industry in the town of Churchill. Eight divers of varied

experience (40-i000+ dives) conducted an evaluation of dive conditions at eleven sites

throughout the study zone. Observations on currents, visibility, accessibility, bottom

composition, biological life were recorded. Sites were then evaluated based on overall diver

satisfaction and ranked in descending order. Each site was also assessed for its potential as

a study site based on bottom composition and faunal distribution. Divers noted any

evidence of ice scouring and disturbance of the substrate. Certain benthic species were

targeted as potential reef colonizing fauna, and were sought out for further qualitative

analysis.

3.3.2 Experimental and Control Site Criteria

Criteria for control and experimental sites were defined based on local conditions and

consultation with literature detailing previous artificial reef projects. Data collection for site

selection occurred between August 2 and September 6, 1989, and July 7 and July 28,

1990. Three initial criteria were established to limit the area of investigation for the

experimental site.
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1. Minimum depth of 15m (50 fÐ

2. Sand/mud or gravel substrate with low benthic biomass

3. Minimum salinity of 28 ppt

Canadian Hydrographic Service charts (5400 and 5596) were consulted to determine areas

that did not meet criteria I andZ. Possible sites were selected based on depth and bottom

composition data, and subsequent observations were made using SCUBA equipment and

benthic sampling techniques.

In 1990, sampling was camied out to establish depth, salinity, bottom composition and

faunal distribution in selected areas. Sites not meeting the above criteria were systematically

eliminated from the site selection procedure until the most suitable area was located.

While conducting the selection process for the experimental site, each area was evaluated

for its potential as a control site. The following criteria were set :

BedrocVcobblestone substrate with high benthic biomass

Close proximity (<1 km) from experimental site

Minimum salinity of 28 ppt

3.3.3 Physical Characteristics

In 1990 and 1991, depth, conductivity, temperature and Secchi disc readings were

conducted from the boat prior to the dive. Using a conductivity meter and confirming

temperature readings with diver gauges, readings were gathered for each site both at the

surface and at depth. Discrepancies between diver gauge temperature reading and

temperature probe readings were rectified by reading salinity using both temperatures. At
the conclusion of the field season, the instrument was calibrated and data adjusted

accordingly.

1.

2.

-1 -
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3.4 ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

The legal considerations for the siting, placement and biological investigation of the marine

benthos include permitting, liability, and international law

3.4.1 Permitting

Prior to formulating plans to sink the S.S. Graham Bell, consultation with the port of
Churchill and negotiation for ownership was undertaken. A meeting with Port Authorities

in September of 1989 detailed the requirements and final approval of the project was

withheld until the following were investigated:

Assurance that the sinking will not result in pollution from oil or coal which might

be present within the hull or any danger to navigation;

Approval under the National'Water Protection Act (sic);

An Ocean Dumping Permit;

Liability Insurance; and

all other permissions required by applicable federal, provincial or municipal laws.

In researching the aforementioned requests, the following permits and legal considerations

were investigated as to their applicability to this project:

Ocean Dumping Permit

Navigable Waters Protecrion Act (NWPA)

Environmental Assessment Review Process (EARP)

Liability insurance

A scientific licence to collect and sample invertebrates and fish for scientific purposes was

required under Section 4 of the Canadian Fisheries Act. This permit was obtained through

the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada for the 1990 and 1991 field seasons. This
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licence encompassed all sampling conducted in the marine waters in the vicinity of
Churchill, Manitoba within a i0 km radius of approximately 50"48'N, 94"12'W (Fort

Prince of Wales). A Scientific Research Licence from the Science Institute of the

Northwest Territories was also obtained for the 1990 sampling season to licence sampling

conducted outside the 10 km radius.

3.5 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

Initial investigation into the history of the vessel S.S. Graham Bell revealed the shipyard

where she was constructed and date of sea trials. Efforts to locate the blueprints of the

vessel were undertaken. Thorough examination of the Churchill Ports archives was

conducted and the shipyard responsible for her construction was contacted. Finally, a

request for assistance was sent to canada Ports corporation in ottawa.

3.5.1 Initial Survey

In 1989, a thorough survey of the S.S. Graham Bell was undertaken. Film footage of the

survey was obtained for review, and areas were marked for further investigation. Grating

in the engine room and boiler room was marked for removal, as were areas on the coal

bunker bulkhead and aft crew quarters. Topside engine room hatches were marked for

removal, and potentially accessible areas were either widened or blocked off to reduce

likelihood of diver entrapment and entanglement.

3.5.2 Vessel preparation

A request for assistance was submitted to the Canadian Army's 2nd Combat Engineer

Regiment (2CER) in Petawawa, Ontario, for technical and operational assistance. In July

of 1990, 13 members of the regiment arrived to survey the vessel and devise a plan for

refloating and relocating the ship. Options for refloating the vessel were considered, and
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the decision was made to use external flotation. At high tide, the floats were hoisted off the

wharf and into the river and towed into position surrounding the vessel. At low tide, holes

were cut throughout the hull of the vessel and chains were attached to cross members and

thwarts. Steel cables attached five floats to each side of the vessel by clamping onto chain

loops, then doubling back around the float (Fig.4a and b). As the tide flowed in around

the vessel, the buoyancy of the floats was to act as a tidal winch, lifting the hull off the mud

bottom and suspending it between two rows of floats (Fig. 5a). Quick release devices

were designed and installed to assist in removal of floats at the site prior to sinking.

Modifications to the steel floats were undertaken to reduce friction of steel cable on the

sharp metal edges and prevent lines from snapping under toad (Fig. 5b). To assist in

loosening the suction on the hull of the ship created by the mud substrate, the local fire

department brought in a pumper truck and directed high pressure water along the keel. To

provide added force and assist in breaking the vessel free from its position, a cable was

attached to the pintle of the rudder and a pulley system was devised. Two bulldozers were

positioned on the wharf and set in position with blades firmly entrenched in the ground. A

block was attached to one of the bulldozers, and the cable was run from the stern of the

vessel through the block to a railway engine. At the highest tide mark, the engine took up

the slack and attempted to dislodge the vessel from her position.

In 1991, repairs to the hull of the Graham Bell were undertaken in an effort to make her

seaworthy. The chains and attachment points created by the 2CER were removed, and the

hull surveyed to identify weak sections. Damaged areas above the waterline were welded

and repaired with scrap steel, and where wet conditions and corrosion prevented welding

repairs from occurring, plywood and sealant patches were utilized.

A six inch diesel pump was placed on the deck of the ship, and as the tide rose, the pump

was used to prevent the water from rising above the repaired areas. This allowed for

evaluation of the previous patching job and investigation of leak sites. At each successive

low tide, further progress was made toward creating a seaworthy hull.
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Sections along the starboard keel were badly corroded, and remained immersed in seawater

during low tide. Patching was undertaken with gasket sealant and insulating foam, then a

layer of concrete was placed along structurally weakened areas to reinforce the patches and

provide ballast for the vessel.

A three metre deep trench was excavated along the starboard side of the vessel. On the

highest high tide, a backhoe was positioned approximately 30 metres off the starboard side

of the vessel, and cables were placed fore and aft. As the tide rose, the backhoe increased

tension on the cable, sliding the vessel westward into the trench.

3.5.3 Preparation for tow

Arrangements to place a 10 m3 cement block on the experimental site were made with

Churchill Port Authorities. A cable and float attached to the block would serve to tether the

vessel in position when sinking occurred.

Dredging the channel south east of the port wharf occurred in I99I to assist in moving the

vessel from her current position out to the sinking site. The trench excavated for the

floating procedure was extended to the tug channel adjacent to the wharf.

In order provide sufficient water for the vessel to clear the bottom at the entrance to the

river, a4.0 m tide was required. Sinking operations were planned to coincide with the

highest tides, which occurred approximately once a month and provided four days of

workable water levels.

3.5.4 Environmental Concerns

Approximately SOVo of the coal was removed from the bunkers of the Graham Bell to

reduce silting effect when diving on the vessel and to reduce particulate matter from the
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vessel. An inspection for hydrocarbons in the engine room and propeller shaft was

conducted to assess the environmental risk. Loose material on the deck and in the cabins

was removed and a general inspection of the vessel was conducted using the EARp

guidelines. In 1991, a representative from Environment Canada was present to observe the

procedures and ensure that all precautions had been taken with respect to environmental

safety.

3.6 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Programs of use for the artificial reef and data gathered were designed. A multi-user

approach was used in developing each area, with consideration for future use. Three

specific user groups were targeted:

Scientific community

Education

Tourism

3.6.L Scientific community

The qualitative data gathered over three field seasons will be published as a partial species

list for the Churchill region. Species have been distributed to scientific experts for further

taxonomic identification. The development of an ongoing colonization study was initiated

and the possibility of continued reef monitoring was explored.

3.6.2 Qualitative Sampling Techniques

During the 1989 and i990 field seasons, epifaunal and epibenthic organisms were

photographed in situ using Nikonos V and/or Nikonos III cameras with 35mm lenses and

extension tubes. All photographs were taken using Watercolours@ colour slide film and a
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Nikonos 702 or Oceanic 2001 strobe. Organisms were then sampled by hand capture

methods for further identification in the laboratory. Specimens were placed into individual

sampling bags and surrounding environmental conditions were noted. Each exposure was

recorded and marked on the sample to assist in identification and provide information on

local environment.

In 1991, qualitative sampling continued, and included infaunal and pelagic organisms.

Photographs were taken using a Nikonos III, extension tubes and an Oceanic 2001 strobe.

Sampled organisms were photographed in situ and in the laboratory (Nikkormat, 50mm

lens and a Vivitar 283 flash, Kodachrome 64 ASA colour slide film).

3.6.3 Quantitative Analysis

In 1991, 38 dives were conducted at the control and experimental site and surrounding

areas to establish quantitative biomass. All surveys and sampling were conducted by

divers using SCUBA unless otherwise indicated. Three contiguous transect lines were set

in an east to west direction traversing the sites. Transect locations were determined by

depth readings and sighting lines utilizing range markers ATL 1458 and ATL 1460.

Accuracy of this method was determined by using underwater topography and markers

indicating previous site analysis. The control site consisted of a rock reef, 200m long by

100m wide. Each transect line consisted of 6 sampling sites. Two samples were taken

from sites IBRM, ITRM, and ORM (Fig. 6). Sites IBRM were taken at the base of the

cobblestone wall, sites IRM were 25 kick cycles from the base of the reef, sites ITRM were

taken from the smooth bedrock surface at the top of the cobblestone wall, and sites OTRM

were 25 kick cycles from the ITRM area, and sites OBRM were a distance of 5 kick cycles

from OTRM. ORM, or experimental site area, was 25 kick cycles from OTRM.
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Sampling was conducted using a ll2 m2 PVC quadrat dropped from a height of 2mabove

the site. Photographic records of each site were taken prior to airlift sampling, and sites

IBRM were photographed after sampling was completed (Fig. 7). Any motile epibenthic

organisms (notabiy Hyas sp. and Sclerocrangon sp.) and large macroalgal specimens

encompassed by the quadrat were immediately collected by hand and placed in sampling

bags. Utilising a paint scraper and trowel, all visible epifaunal and infaunal organisms

were dislodged from point of attachment and collected using a self contained diver operated

airlift. Loose boulders and rocks were moved to ensure thorough sampling.

The airlift consisted of a2mlength of PVC pipe, 10 cm in diameter, fîtted with a detachable

sampling bag made of woven nylon screening. A low pressure hose with a flow through

brass valve was attached to the bottom end of the PVC pipe. A SCUBA cylinder and first

stage regulator supplied air to the mouth of the unit (Fig. 8). Suction was created by

introducing a stream of fine air bubbles into the PVC pipe, and organisms flowed through

the pipe into the sampling bag. The airlift was designed to allow for bag removal and

replacement underwater.

Initial sampling equipment consisted of a r4r& PVC quadrat with 1 m frame supports for

the Nikonos and strobe (Fig. 9). The frame supports were found to interfere with airlift
procedures and created resistance in currents, thus increasing likelihood of quadrat

movement and increasing possible degree of enor. Sampling continued with a single ,,r#

quadrat held in place by the researcher, and photographs were taken by a diver hovering 1

m above the site. Three photographs were taken of each sampling site using Watercolors@

slide film (Fujichrome balanced for underwater). For sites exhibiting high biomass, (sites

IBRMO,IBRM1 and IBRM2), additional photographs were taken after the airlift sampling

was conducted to estimate coralline algae cover and evaluate the effectiveness of sampling

technique.
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1/2 m2 PVC sampling quadrat

Figure 9. Quadrat, Nikonos underwater camera and strobe for quantitative biomass sampling.
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Biomass data for control and experimental sites were

variance (ANOVA, p<0.0001). A Newman-Keuls

conducted to establish homogeneity of variance.

3.6.4 Laboratory Analysis procedures

analyzed by a one way analysis of
test at 5Vo probabitity was aiso

AII biomass samples were processed and weighed within 24 hours of collection. Airlift
contents were placed in large plastic trays, and sample bags were rinsed with sea water to
ensure all organisms were removed. The sample was sorted and foreign material removed.
Excess water was poured out of the tray and organisms were removed using a nylon net.
The net was placed on blotting paper for approximately 1 minute, then inverted onto a

Meitser balance and weighed to the nearest milligram. Large samples were weighed in
three separate quantities, and all biomass weights included mollusc shells but excluded
polychaete tubes, which were difficult to discern from sediment and sand inadvertently
collected during sampling. After weighing, airlift samples were stored in ITVo formalin
until further laboratory analysis occurred (1-3 months later). Samples were then
transferred to 70vo methyl alcohol in a three stage proce ss (25vo, 50vo, thenTovo). Airlift
samples and specimens from qualitative sampling were forwarded to invertebrate
taxonomists for further identification. These data will be reported in future publications.

Qualitative sampling was selective, with frequent sampling of large macroinvertebrates (>l
cm) and epibenthic organisms. All fish, holothuroidians and decapods were preserved in
formalin immediately after sampling and transfeffed to 70Vo methyt alcohol within 1 week
of sampling. Initial samples of echinoderms were preserved as described for
holothuroidians, then removed from the alcohol and air dried. Some samples were
photographed before transferring to alcohol to record colour and pigment.

3.6.5 Education

Photographs, slides and species descriptions were gathered for common marine species in
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the Churchill region. Representative species from many phyla were selected to emphasise

the arctic marine energy flow. Examination of the northern science curricula was

undertaken to identify areas where northern species education could be included. Basic

concepts of the curricula were noted and alternate examples utilizing local northern fauna

were identified. This information will be available to northern schools for incorporation

into the science program. A ietter detailing the information package has been composed,

and pending approval, will be distributed to northern schools.

3.6.7 Tourism

Information on species distribution and ecosystem components was recorded for use by

recreational diving tour groups and film crews. Location of sites considered to have high

diver appeal were noted, and areas where whale contact was frequent were recorded.

Underwater photographs and video footage obtained during the study are available for use

by local business people to promote tourism in the Churchill area. The process of creating

the artificial reef was documented by a professional cinematographer, and the footage

archived for an historic production on the history of the Churchill port.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS

The creation of an artificial reef is a systematic process encompassing various forms of data

coliection and information gathering techniques. The results of this study were collected

from previous literature, personal observation and actual experience. Site selection,

operational procedures and administrative processes are presented as a chronological

documentation of the attempted creation of an artificial reef in the Churchill region.

Qualitative sampling and observation of biological organisms occurred throughout the

study. General observations resulting from 1989 field season are reported in tabular form.

Data gathered in 1990 consisted of observations, qualitative biological collection and

photographs. Specimens collected for qualitative purposes have been distributed to the

appropriate scientific authorities for identification. V/hen identification process is complete,

the collection will be donated to the Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature's invertebrate

zoology library. Epifaunal organisms were of particular interest due to the tikelihood of

colonization on the artificial reef, consequently data reflects selection of organisms that

would utilize a solid substrate as a point of attachment. Associated epibenthic and pelagic

organisms were also sampled to assist in identification of the ecosystem. Qualitative data

and observations from 38 dives in I99I are reported in Appendix 2, while quantitative

sampling data are listed by site and transect in Appendix 3.

The data from biological specimen identification will be reported in subsequent publications

as it becomes available. Obtaining positive conformation of species found in the region

proved to be difficult due to lack of literature and controversy over identification. Some

specimens exhibited characteristics of two or more subspecies, and are the subject of

further study. Further funding will be required to obtain expert identification of some of

the specimens. However, a breakdown of biomass samples into taxonomic categories will

be forthcoming.
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4.1 STUDY ZONE ANALYSIS

4.1.1, Tourism potential

Eleven dives conducted during 1989 provided a basic overview of conditions within the

study zone, and confirmed the shallow depths and varied bottom composition reported by

Prinsenberg and Freeman (1986) and the Canadian Hydrographic Survey charts. The

initial investigation into diving conditions revealed the possibility of establishing a diving

tourism industry in the town of Churchill. 'Water temperature, an important factor in diver

comfort, was not prohibitively cold for dive times of 1/2hour or less. Divers in wet suits

found that surface support was an important factor in diver comfort. If prompt assistance in

gear removal was provided and the diver immediately changed into dry clothes, temperature

was not considered a negative factor. The journey back from the dive site was found to be

uncomfortably cold if wet suit divers did not change into dry clothes following the dive.

Evaporative cooling had a negligible effect on drysuit divers, but a number of individuals

noted the importance of dry warm head and handwear.

The type of vessel used was evaluated with respect to diver comfort. Open Zodiacs or

inflatable vessels are commonly used for diving operations, but afford little protection from

the elements. Entering the water was easily accomplished from inflatable vessels, and

"silent entry" (sliding into the water with a minimum of noise and bubbles) was possible

when attempting whale dives. Assembling equipment and gearing up created difficulties

for novice divers, but it was not considered prohibitive. At the conclusion of the dives,

some individuals found it difficult to remove gear and pass it to the boat tender due to

reduced motor skills caused by the 0o C water temperature. Increased thermal protection

under drysuits required additional weight on the weightbelt, thus increasing the effort

required to pass the equipment to personnel aboard the vessel. Entering an inflatable

without gear was accomplished by "bobbing" upward while grasping the vessel's side

lines, and "finning" to gain momentum. Again, some novice divers experienced difficulty

in executing this technique, and altemative methods were implemented.
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The use of a 12 m aluminium whale watching vessel provided greater deck space for

gearing up and down, but required a giant stride entry from a height of I m to initiate the

dive. The presence of a platform at the stern of the vessel allowed divers to pass equipment

up to personnel on board, but proved difficult in rough conditions as the platform would

rise and fall at a different time frequency than the diver. Most dive sites were in relatively

shallow areas close to shore, and required the boat operator to maintain control of the

vessel at all times, consequently the engines continued to run while divers prepared to

board. Divers found the engine exhaust to be uncomfortable, especially if required to wait

for fellow divers to board the vessel.

The opportunity to observe arctic flora and fauna was considered a unique experience by

divers, and the photographic opportunities were indicated as being a primary feature. All
divers indicated contact with beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas) as being the most

attractive feature of diving in the Churchill region. Beluga were observed underwater on

two separate dives in 1989, while whale song was heard on 5 of 11 dives. Sites exhibiting

relatively high epifaunal and epibenthic biomass and rock/cobblestone substrate were rated

higher than sand./mud substrate with relatively low infaunal and epibenthic biomass.

Participants in the 1989 dive excursion identified the need for another underwater feature in

order to make the area competitive in the diving tourism market. The presence of a ship

wreck was cited as a potential drawing card for many tourists, and recommended further

investigation into possible wrecks in the vicinity. The creation of an artificial reef was

considered a viable alternative.

4.1.2 Physical characteristics

Substrate composition

A quantitative system of grading substrate was not utilized in this study, however, the

general qualitative guidelines were as follows:
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Mud -

Sand -

Gravel -

Cobble -

Boulder -

Bedrock -

material was fine enough to remain suspended in the water column

when disturbed.

material would sink to bottom without appreciable amounts remaining

suspended in the water column.

rocks large enough to be picked up individually by a diver with gloves

on, but small enough to fit in the palm of a hand.

rocks that could be moved by a diver underwater, but could not be

concealed in a diver's clenched hand.

large stones or rocks that could be dislodged or moved from their

location only if external force were applied.

immobile solid rock underlay.

Throughout the study zone, a great variation in substrate type and associated biomass was

observed. General observations were made in 1989. Soft mud/sand substrate exhibited

low biomass with occasional infaunal organisms, consisting mainly of serpulid worms and

echiurans (Phylum Echiura). The absence of large infaunal bivalves (notably Mya

truncata) was surprising as they were previously observed in the area (Lubinsky, 19g0).

Sites consisting of mixed sand/gravel and cobblestone substrate were observed most

frequently in the 3-10 m range, and appeared to have well developed macroalgal growth

and associated epibenthic populations. Out of the eleven sites examined in 1989, three

exhibited cobblestone/bedrock substrates and appeared to have the highest diversity and

biomass, consisting of macroalgae, epibenthic motile organisms and epifaunal organisms

attached to large boulders and stable rock surfaces. Mud/sand substrate was observed on 5

of 1i dives, at depths greater than 12 m.

Observations in 1991 focused on the study site within the Button Bay study zone. The

experimental site substrate consisted of coarse sand interspersed with areas of mud or clay

(sites ORM0, ORM1 and ORM2). The control site and transition zone between the control

and experimental site exhibited various substrate types. The transition zone, sites OBRMg,



OBRM1 and OBRM2 consisted of coarse sand interspersed with occasional boulders.

On July l7th, 1991, a reconnaissance dive conducted in the transition zone revealed

trenches in the sand and gravel (maximum depth 17 m). Direction and length of trenches

varied considerably, and height of trench walls ranged from 20 cmto 150 cm. Occasional

large boulders were observed (up to 60 cm wide), and significant epifaunal growth on the

surface of one boulder (Gersemia sp. 10 cm in height) indicated stability of substrate. At
the time of this dive, ice was present in the bay with some keels reaching 10 m beneath the

surface. No evidence of trenches or ice scouring were observed on subsequent dives to the

same general area.

The transition zone, or area between the sandy experimental site and the control site's

bedrock reef gradually changed from sand to gravel to bedrock as it approached the control

site. At the shallowest point, the top of the reef (8.5 m) was smooth bedrock with some

sand/gravel overlay. A 2m drop to IBRM sites was characterised by large

cobblestone/boulder wall. The base of the reef and sites extending southeast toward the

coastline exhibited predominantly rock and boulder substrates (sites IRMO,1 and,Z).

Current

Dives conducted in the 0-10 m range were in areas of high water movement subjected to

surge and tidal water flow (semidiurnal tidal pattern). In the 10-20 m range, tidal water

flow created mild currents of sufficient speed to allow drift diving (<1 knot), where divers

allow the current to caffy them in the water column. Dives in the study site were conducted

at or approaching high tide, and exhibited predominantly northeast tidal currents. The

strength of current decreased from the top of the reef toward IRM sites, and increased

toward ORM sites. Within the river, diving conditions deteriorated as the effect of the tidal

flow increased due to the narrowing of the channel and created high currents, reduced

visibility (<1 m) and suspended particulate matter. Tidal curent at flood tide caused a rapid

(>1 knot) flow upstream.
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Visibility

\îsibility ranged from 0 m to 15 m, and was negatively affected by strong winds and the

presence of a haiocline. Dives conducted in the river exhibited a maximum horizontal

visibility of 1 m, with lowest visibility occurring during the ebb tide. Turbidity of the

ocean water was difficult to measure due to the effect of freshwater surface layer, as the

effect of the halocline created reduced vertical visibility. Secchi disc readings (vertical

visibility through the water column) were consistently lower than diver visibility (horizontal

visibility across the water column). Layering of water was noted on the majority of dives,

with the lowest visibility occurring in the 0-5 m range.

Three dives were aborted due to reduced visibility. In 1989, gale force winds three days

prior to the dive caused turbid conditions resulting in <10 cm visibility. In 1991, following

two days of 30-50 kph winds, a dive conducted in Button Bay was aborted after 5 minutes

due to reduced visibility. The sediment load in the water column was high enough to

completely obliterate light penetration at 10 m, both from the surface and from diver held

xenon lights. Physical contact with the substrate indicated a sand./gravel bottom. Three

additional days of high winds contributed to continued turbidity. A distinct line between

"brown" water of low visibility and "blue" water offshore was visible for approximately 5

km radius from the mouth of the port. Secchi disc readings in Button Bay were 60 cm,

while south of the river mouth readings were 1 m.

4.1.3 Biological Characteristics

General biological composition of species on each dive correlated strongty with substrate

type. Shallow dives (<11 m), in close proximity to shore with mixed cobblestone/bedrock

substrate were dominated by blue mussels (Mytilus edulis), various species of anemones,

red and green macroalgae and crabs (Hyas coarctatus).

Qualitative observations indicated that bedrock/cobblestone sites at depths greater than 15 m
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were visibly dominated by tunicates and soft corals. Sea cucumbers, starfish and sponges

contributed to the impression of an area rich in epibenthic organisms. Areas that appeared

to be highly colonized were associated with large boulders (>1 m) and bedrock. However,

at the control site reef, the bedrock substrate that comprised the top of the rock reef (<10 m

depth at datum) was visibly devoid of epifauna.

Mud and sand substrates at all depths were surprisingly barren. No evidence of clam

siphons was found. On two occasions, while diving in areas exhibiting mud substrate,

echiurid worms were observed. The presence of a large boulder in the substrate would be

associated with epifaunal organisms, notably Psolus chitinoides and Gersemia rubiformis.

4.2 BIOLOGICAL FINDINGS

Wet weight biomass data from 2l airlilt samples is recorded in Table 1. Quantitative

biomass data from control and experimental site were analysed to establish homogeneity of

variance. Results showed a highly significant difference between the high biomass sites at

the base of the north wall, sites IBRMl,2 and 3, and all other sites (ANOyA: Fq5,24)=

1L78, p<0.001). A Newman-Keuls multiple comparison test showed that set 5, IBRMI, 2

and 3, differed significantly from the other 5 sets, the latter forming a statistically

homogeneous subset.

Biomass readings from Table 1 and site locations identified in Figure 6 were used in the

above calculations. Observations and visual descriptions of each site are listed in Appendix

2.
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Täble 1. Biomass (g'^-2) of benthic epifauna and infauna at each sample site at

control and experimental sites, Button Bay, churchill, Manitoba, during
July and August 1991.

Site Biomass Site Biomass Site Biomass

080591 rRM0

080591 rBRMO

080491 rBRM0

08039r ITRMO

080491 ITRMO

080391 0TRM0

080491 0BRM0

07299r ORM0

072691 ORM0

59.51

40.99

102.10

0.13

0.04

0.00

0.20

0.00

0.00

080691 rRMl

072791 IBRMl

07289t IBRMl

072791 rTRMl

072891 rTRMl

080891 oTRM1

072991 OBRMI

080391 0RM1

080891 oRMr

072891 IRM2 1.96

080591 rBRM2 89.54

07299t IBRM2 17.28

072991 rTRM2 0.05

072691 ITRM2 0.04

072991 0TRM2 0.00

080391 0BRM2 0.00

080891 oRM2 0.00

080891 0RM2 0.00

9.05

68.41

32.50

0.04

0.08

0.03

0.3 5

0.00

|.64
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Chapter 5

DISCUSSION

In documenting the process of reef creation using the derelict ship, S.S. Graham Bell, a

general format for reef development has emerged. Previous studies have revealed that

many projects do not begin with a proper management plan, nor do they examine the long

term repercussions of a reef project. This management plan has provided for both a

thorough pre-placement assessment and programs of continued use.

5.1 DEVELOPMENT OF A MANAGEMENT PLAN

In reviewing the literature, it was noted that most successful artificial reef projects utilised a

basic formula for achievementr Identiff a need and then meet it. This formula encompassed

both the user group and the target species, thus providing parameters and criteria for project

development.

This basic formula has been incorporated into the Graham Bell project and resulted in a

series of actions designed to prompt project managers into setting criteria for development.

The following steps were followed to develop a systematic management plan.

1. User group identification

2. Identification and investigation of need

3. Material and site selection

4. Administrative procedures

5. Operational procedures

6. Program development

The development of an artificial reef in Churchill has potential to generate benefits for many

user groups. Initially, the concept revolved around three separate issues:
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Disposal of a derelict vessel, the S.S. Graham Bell;

Creation of a dive site for recreational divers;

Monitoring growth and coionization rates of arctic marine organisms.

Other user groups were examined to assess both possible negative and positive impacts of

an artificial reef.

Disposal of a derelict vessel located in the vicinity of the Port of Churchill would benefit

Canada Ports Corporation by providing an inexpensive means of removing the ship.

Churchill has come to be dependent on tourism for much of its revenue over the last two

decades, and public appearance is an important issue. The ship and assorted parts of its

superstructure are scattered south of the main wharf of the grain dock. Whale watching

tours and historic tours to Fort Prince of Wales originate from the berth adjacent to the

location of the wreck, and concern over the general appearance of the area has been

expressed by both tour operators and tourists. Removal of the ship from the vicinity would

be viewed as a benefit to Canada Ports Corporation and tourism industry of Churchill. The

benefits to the port were clearly defined: removal and disposal of the vessel and positive

publicity at a time when the port's future was uncertain. Possible negative effects were

assessed as being an inadvertent placement of the vessel in the shipping channel, creating

interference with incoming grain ships. The negative impact was offset by a liability policy

covering removal costs or demolition of the vessel should it be lost at sea while under tow

to the sinking site (Appendix 4).

In 1989, Tourism Manitoba funded an investigation into the feasibility of recreational

diving industry in Churchill, Manitoba. The results of this ten day study were positive and

indicated high potential for such an undertaking (Giberson, 1990). It is well recognised

that wreck diving is a popular pursuit of recreational divers and the addition of a wreck dive

to the itinerary of a northern dive tour would increase its salability in the competitive

tourism market. If the vessel was sited beyond the safe limits of recreational diving, or in
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areas where currents and water conditions were too difficult for the experience level of an

average diver, the benefits to this group would be lost. Distance from the town of

Churchill should not be prohibitively far as to discourage recreational diving excursions

from occurring.

Benefits to the scientific community are both incidental and intended. Observations and

data gathered during the site selection phase, as well as investigation of target species yield

important biological information pertaining to sub arctic benthic systems. Current literature

does not contain any reference to benthic studies using SCIIBA in the Churchill region and

recent species lists were compiled from data gathered by dredges, nets and drags. In situ

observations for the majority of benthic organisms in the region do not exist. Incidental

sitings of beluga whales contribute to an aspect of beluga behaviour that is not often

observed, as few underwater observations exist of beluga behaviour in the wild.

To provide ongoing benefits to the scientific community, the sinking of the Graham Bell

was planned as a scientific experiment with an established control site in the vicinity. The

results of this preparatory analysis yields information on the productivity of a selected area

and will provide information on species diversity when biological analysis is complete. In

addition to data gathered in the preliminary study, a program for ongoing monitoring would

ensure that colonization data and growth studies could be gathered using predefined

methodologies for collection.

The presence of the Churchill Northern Studies Centre draws a variety of researchers to

Churchill each year to study the mixture of ecosystems present on the coast. This facility

has freshwater weldry laboratories, accofirmodation and meals, and at present, the use of a

7 metre vessel for marine studies. Rail service to the area provides a reduced cost for

supplying a field operation, thus allowing subarctic marine research to occur without the

added expense of air freight. Churchill provides a viable site for marine studies with

reduced expenses due to accessibility and availability of facilities.
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Benefits to each of the identified user groups need to be defined as a specific result of

artificial reef creation. Set criteria defining the parameters of reef use by each group assists

the reef manager in meeting the needs of the users. In general, artificial reefs provide

benefits to a population by enhancing the marine environment. The way in which the

environment is enhanced and the composition of species targeted to receive the benefits

provided by the artificial reef must be established so that further investigation of the

situation may follow. In many cases, an increase in a local population of an organism is the

desired benefit. This target species or community is studied to better understand the factors

preventing an increase in local population. Identification of each organism's basic

requirements allows the manager to observe the present environment and select areas where

an artificial reef may provide increased resources to the organism. Failure to meet the

needs of the organisms usually results in failure to increase the population, nullifying any

benefits to the user.

Recreational divers are attracted to a highly diverse, colourful array of organisms

colonizing a vessel. Diving in Churchill provides a unique environment, characterised by

various substrates and associated ecosystems. Identification of a number of species that

may colonize the vessel and produce such an effect resulted in a selection of epibenthic

organisms for the target community. Species of soft corals, tunicates and holothuroidians

require a stable substrate on which to attach and thrive. As filter feeders, they also require

high nutrient levels and moderate currents to obtain food. Observations of epibenthic

communities at the control site indicated that present physical conditions were conducive to

survival. Absence of these organisms from the experimental site was assumed to be caused

by the lack of stable substrate, as other environmental conditions were equal. Substrate

types between the sites differed considerably; the bedrock/cobblestone control site exhibited

comparatively high biomass (6.531 g'rrÊ), while the sand/mud bottom of the experimental

site revealed significantly less biomass(0.068 g'mz;. The presence of an occasional

boulder in the experimental site confirmed that conditions were correct for epibenthic

growth, as available space on stable substrate was colonized by target organisms (Fig. 10).
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This indicated that a possible limiting resource for growth of epibenthic organisms was the

absence of stable substrate.

Although tunicates and holothuroidians were found in depths ranging from 6 m to 21 m in

the study zone, soft corals (Gersemia sp) were not observed in depths less than 12 m To

facilitate safe diving within recreational time and depth limits, the ship should not be deeper

than 30 m, thus creating a narrow depth range at which to place the vessel on order to

achieve stated benefits. Currents in the vicinity of the vessel must be fast enough to

provide a proper environment for f,rlter feeding organisms, but weak enough to allow larvae

to settle and attach. Poor visibility and strong currents reduce diving conditions and

adversely effect the qualify of recreational diving. Selection of the reef placement site must

consider these requirements to achieve success.

When considering disposal of the vessel S.S.Graham Bell at sea, the benefits accrued by

Canada Ports Corporation are not directly affected by colonization on the reef, nor ability of

divers to safely enjoy the shipwreck. However, the success of the reef as viewed by other

users reflects on Canada Ports Corporation, as they are an instrumental force in the

operational procedures, hence they will receive indirect benefits from the ability of the reef

to meet other user's needs.

To provide value to the Canada Ports Corporation by developing an artificial reef, the

ship's placement must be a reasonable distance from the shipping lanes as to prevent

potential interference with navigation. The ship would have to be towed from its present

location to the sinking site, therefore the distance should not be prohibitively long. As the

vessel had not been seaworthy in many years, its ability to withstand extended periods

afloat or unfavourable sea conditions was not known.

Development of an ongoing monitoring program for colonization and growth on the

Graham Bell involves benttric biomass investigations and analyses of species diversity.

Consequently, the vessel must be sited in an accessible area with conditions selected to
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facilitate repetitive diving. A reduced depth, (<30 m), light to no current (<0.5 knots) and

sufficient visibility (>5 m) are required to create an effective study site.

Proper siting of an artificial reef is one of the most crucial factors to the success of the

project (Mathews, 1985). Fine substrate material such as sand or mud in combination with

underlying bedrock is ideal (Mathews, 1981). Some settling is desirable to support the reef

structure, but an underlying layer of rock prevents reef from altering orientation over time.

Soft sediments composed of primarily silt or clay should be avoided.

Physical characteristics of surrounding environment should be investigated and compared

to requirements of target species. Salinity, temperature, turbidity, and other water quality

parameters will influence the existence of organisms, affecting the success of reef

colonization. Observation of existing organisms in potential sites will reveal information

on the suitability of the environment. Thought should also be given to predatorþrey

relationships, competition with existing species and distance from established communities

of organisms.

The criteria for site selection of the Graham Bell were developed by closely examining the

requirements of recreational divers and the parameters of proposed scientific study. The

marine shelf off the coast of Churchill is composed of various types of unconsolidated

sediments overlying a base of Precambrian bedrock (Pelletier, 1986). This configuration of

substrate types provides a wide array of choices for siting a reef. Placement of the structure

on a sandy substrate would provide necessary attachment sites for such organisms in an

area where stable substrate was considered a limiting resource. The presence of a rock reef

in the vicinity would provide a control site for comparative colonization studies.

Identification of a target community containing epifaunal coelenterates, holothuroidians,

and tunicates set depth criteria to <12 m datum. Shallower depths would jeapordize the

success of target species colonization, and increase the likelihood of contact with pack ice.

This remains a concern, for presence of trenches in sand substrate at depths of 18 m
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indicate the likelihood of ice scouring occurring at significantly deeper depths than

previously reported. However, the shelf sumounding the mouth of the Churchill river is

relatively shallow, with maximum depths reaching 24 mwithin a 10 km radius of the Port,

which posed a problem in locating sites with sufficient depth.

Discussion with Churchill Port Authorities indicated a preference for sites in the Button

Bay area to avoid potential interference with shipping. The exclusion map (Fig. 1) and

qualitative observations collected in 1989 resulted in an area of focus for further

investigations, and eventually led to the selection of experimental and control sites. A

distinct rock reef, indicated on chart 5400 was selected as a site for further investigation, as

it met many of the above mentioned criteria. This process of preplanning and exclusion

mapping allowed site selection to proceed efficiently, and reduced the number of dives

required to establish the site.

Material selection for this project was not a difficult task, for disposal of the 33 m steam

ship tug was a primary motive for reef creation. Investigation into the suitability of this

material to meet the requirements of user groups yielded a positive response. The structure

would provide a large stable site for colonization of organisms, and would attract

recreational divers, regardless of the biological community that would eventually utilize the

reef.

5.2 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

The legalities of artificial reef creation involve consultation with federal agencies to ensure

compliance to environmental guidelines and navigational safety. In Canada, each reef

development should be examined by the project manager to define jurisdiction of the

project. When designing a reef for deployment in any body of water capable of being

navigated by floating vessels for the purpose of transportation, recreation or commerce, the

structure may require formal approval under the Navigable Waters Protection Act (NWPA).



Some projects may fall under Section 5(2) of the Act, which exempts works that are

considered not to substantially interfere with navigation (Navigable'Waters Protection Act.

R.S., c.N-19, s.5.2). A letter of application for exemption and eleven copies of the plan

showing the nature of the project should be submitted to the appropriate Coast Guard

office.

In 1990, the Federal Court of Appeal ruled that the federal Minister of Transport is required

to apply the "Environmental Assessment Review Process (EARP) Guidelines Order" to all

Navigable Waters Protection Act applications before approval or exemptions are issued for

works to be constructed in navigable waterways. The EARP process makes allowance for

the exclusion of a number of works where there is no impact on the environment. Details

as to measures taken to reduce environmental impact should be given in the NU/PA

application, or in a situation where environmental impact is suspected, details of mitigative

measures should be submitted.

Federal Ocean Dumping Regulations (1988), Canadian Environmental Protection Act. s. 86

apply to all projects involving disposal of substances at sea. An application for a permit to

dispose of a ship, aircraft, platform or other anthropogenic structure at sea is submitted

using Form 4. This process involves the submission of an application and fee of $50.00

CDN to the appropriate Environmental Protection office. A Notice of Intent must be

published in a local newspaper, and proof of publication received by the Environmental

Protection office prior to forwarding the application to committee. Once information has

been received, the Regional Ocean Dumping Assessment Committee reviews the project

and assesses the impact on the environment. Processing takes a minimum of six weeks,

and application must be published in the Canada Gazette prior to issuance of permit.

Investigating the legalities of creating an artificial reef using the S.S. Graham Bell proved

to be one of the greatest challenges of the project. Establishing jurisdictional ruling for the

reef site appeared to be the starting point. The selected site was in close proximity to the

shipping lanes for the port of Churchill, within the riparian rights of the Province of
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Manitoba, but in a federally regulated body of water. Consultation with both federal and

provincial legislation was undertaken to ensure legalities were covered.

A request for exemption under the Navigable Waters Protection Act resulted in a letter

indicating that permission to scuttle the vessel was not required from Navigable Waters

Protection Programs Division. However, it is important to note that this did not release the

project from responsibility of ensuring that the vessel was free of pollutants. It was also

noted that "...should the vessel lose its tow while in transit and sink between Churchill

Terminal and Button Bay and if the Coast Guard deem the vessel, at that position, to be a

hazard to navigation, you will be directed to remove the vessel pursuant to the Navigable

Waters Protection Act". As defined in NWPA, r.s., c.N-22, s. 18, if the vessel impedes

navigation, it must be removed and the cost constitutes a debt to Her Majesty in right of

Canada.

A liability policy was obtained for protection and indemnity on the vessel "S.S. Graham

Bell" whilst being towed from Churchill terminal to Button Bay, Manitoba. The policy was

underwritten by the Fireman's Fund Insurance Company, and obtained through Dale

Intermediaries Ltd, Insurance Brokers, Vancouver. Coverage included cost or expenses of

or incidental to the removal of the wreck of the vessel when such removal is compulsory by

law (up to a maximum of $1,000,000). This policy was obtained in 1990 and in 1991,

and extended to October in 1991 at a cost of $200.00 per issuance.

A clear definition of responsibility was not obtained with respect to the vessel once it had

been scuttled. According to Section 20 of the Navigable Waters Protection Act, any vessel

that is wrecked, sunk, partially sunk, lying ashore or grounded in any navigable water in

Canada is deemed to be abandoned at the expiration of two years from the sinking. If the

vessel were to be picked up by pack ice, or dislodged in a storm and washed onto shore

prior to this two year period, the responsibility for removal is not clearly defined in the act

and is subject to legal interpretation. No literature citing previous cases in Canadian law

could be located.
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Liability with respect to diver safety is another area of concern. In the event of diver

entrapment or injury while diving the wreck, the assignment of liability is not firmly

established. In surveying the vessel for areas of potential danger and informing divers of

the existing hazards, it may be stated that due diligence has been applied in preventing an

incident from occurring. However, consultation with legal council should be undertaken

before commercial dive tour operators include wreck diving on their itinerary, and the use

of a waiver of responsibility and acknowledgement of risk is recommended.

Scientific sampling and collection of organisms in Hudson Bay required scientific licences

from both Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans and the Science Institute of the

Northwest Territories. Pursuant to Section 4 of the Fisheries Act, a Scientific Licence must

be obtained to collect, sample and transport fish from location of collection. "Fish" is

defined to include shellfish, crustaceans, marine animals and the eggs, spawn, spat and

juvenile stages of fish, shellfish, crustaceans and marine animals in whole or in part. The

Federal permit covered marine waters in the vicinity of Churchill, Manitoba, and within a

10 km radius of Fort Prince of Wales (50" 48' N, 94o 12' W). On occasion, diving was

conducted outside this 10 km radius, and a permit was obtained from the Northwest

Territories Sciences Institute to ensure that sampling was authorized. At the conclusion of

each field season, a report tabulating the observational data and a map showing all

collection locations was submitted. Upon completion of the study, a final report containing

tabulated data and biological interpretation of data is requested by both institutes.

The permitting process that was undertaken for this project encompassed federal, provincial

and municipal governments. Within the literature, there did not appear to be documentation

of a comprehensive investigation into administrative procedures for artificial reef

development in Canada. Reports on previous artificial reef projects in Canadian waters

made reference to approval by Environment Canada with respect to environmental

cleanliness, but did not outline any details as to the permit process. Efforts to seek out

governmental departments that may have involvement in such a project assisted in locating
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proper channels to pursue authorization, and resulted in a list of agencies to contact for

applications.

5.3 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

Once site selection has been carefully undertaken and administrative matters completed,

transportation of reef material to the site may begin. This phase of reef development is

project specific, but a number of basic principles apply. Extensive planning and effort has

been expended to reach this phase, and many regard the siting as a culmination of the

project. However, it is of paramount importance to maintain the objectives and delay siting

if conditions are not suitable. Media attention, supporters and spectators provide pressure

for the project manager, and have often resulted in hasty decisions to complete the project

in order to please the public. The expense of repeating the transport and gathering

assistance for siting may also influence decisions leading to improper placement. Alteration

of reef site may result in reduced benefits and public criticism of the project, providing

negative perception of such undertakings.

When planning to relocate the Graham Bell from its present location to the experimental

site, the focus of discussion revolved around structural integrity and buoyancy of the

vessel. 'When placed in dry docks in 1965, the tug was forcibly positioned on the mud flat

during the highest tide to ensure permanent placement. Holes were then cut in the hull to

prevent the vessel from floating should it become dislodged from the mud substrate.

hitiatly, it was believed that the ship could not provide enough inherent buoyancy to

support its own weight, and a system of external flotation was devised. Cradling the hull

of the vessel between two rows of steel floats, supported on slings of cable or nylon

webbing was thought to be the most plausible means of attaining positive buoyancy. This

required cutting holes in the hull and consequently increased the water flow to the interior

of the vessel. In effect, all attempts to float the vessel were based on the weight of the

structure itself, not the combined weight of the structure and the water inside the hull as it
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filled with the rising tide. In retrospect, the flotation provided by the floats would not have

been sufficient to support the vessel due to increased weight provided by inflowing water.

However, at the time, the inability to refloat the vessel was attributed to suction of mud

sunounding the keel and hull.

The value of remaining open to suggestions was emphasised by the support given to the

project from local business people. Many residents of Churchill observed the Army

Combat Engineer Regiment's attempts to move the vessel, and ideas for shifting the ship

were expressed. Arrangements were made within the community for a second attempt

slated for the summer of 1991. A local contractor and his employees began work on the

vessel, repairing holes in the hull and sections weakened by corrosion in an attempt to

make her seaworthy. Welding and patching was conducted at low tide, then sections of

repair were observed as the tide flowed in around the vessel. Assessing effectiveness of

repairs by continuous pumping as the tide rose proved to be a successful method. Concrete

reinforcement was laid down over damaged areas along the keel and in the vicinity of the

starboard coal bunker. This area retained too much water to safely weld sections of the

hull, and consequently the repairs were not as effective.

Flotation of the vessel was achieved by pulling the ship into the excavation trench, where

she continued to maintain positive buoyancy for the duration of the tide. The basic premise

had been successful - repair the damage and the vessel will float.

Towing phase was set for the subsequent high tide, and final arrangements were made with

Environment Canada and Canada Ports Corporation. A minimum tide of 4 m was required

to allow the vessel to pass through the narrow entrance between the wharf and shore.

Unfortunately, although a 4 m tide was predicted, the presence of a strong south east wind

prevented it from reaching its full height, and the towing phase was aborted. The risk of

damage to the hull's weakened keel was too high to allow the project to continue without

full clearance, and the project was not allowed to progress. The vessel will remain in dry

docks until another attempt at reef creation is undertaken.
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5.4 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

To enhance and maximize benefits obtained from an artificial reef project, specific programs

of use should be documented. Artificial reefs provide opportunities for research that have

been largely ignored (Bohnsack and Sutherland, 1985). Designed programs of use assist

in educating potential user groups in the benefits of artificial reefs, and provide a

framework for realizing maximum potential. When a population is recognised as a possible

recipient of benefits resulting from a project, efforts to inform that population and provide

them with a program of use will increase likelihood of success.

Documenting and developing user programs is based on analysis of user groups and target

species identification. Outlining specific strategies for optimizing benefits is a necessary

component of reef development, but one that is not often communicated to the proper

source. In assessing the feasibility of a development, thought is given to the wide range of

benefits accrued by various groups of people. The dissemination of this knowledge

seldom occurs, and reefs are left satisfying the needs of one or two small populations of

individuals. By composing strategies of use and distributing these programs to the proper

sources, the creation of ongoing benefits will increase the validity and value of the project,

and reduce conflicting use by interested parties.

In reviewing the literature related to artificial reefs, it appears that much of the knowledge

obtained during the reef development phase is not published. Information on site selection,

operational procedures, biological assessment and user group analysis is often reduced to

one or two lines in the methods section of a publication. Strategies for use are suggested,

but many projects choose to let interested individuals seek out the reef and utilize the

structure as they see fit. Management of a reef involves overseeing use before, during and

after siting the structure.

When assessing the feasibility of the Graham Bell project, one of the concerns was that the

vessel would be placed on the bottom of the ocean and no further benefits would come
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from its presence. In developing the management plan it became apparent that these

programs would have to be self-explanatory and attractive enough to convince groups that

the benefits are worth efforts expended to achieve them.

5.4.L Diving Tourism

Development of diving tourism using the Graham Bell had to be approached with safety as

a primary concern. Evaluation of wreck diving safety concluded that divers would be more

likely to feel comfortable on a wreck if they have thorough knowledge of the layout and

structure of the vessel (Pacific North Consulting, 1989). Film footage gathered during the

assessment phase and operational phase is available for development of a pre-dive video.

Blue prints of the vessel were also located, and areas of modification recorded to indicate

sections of the ship that may be accessible to advanced divers only. This process of

thorough pre-dive briefing increases the safety and level of enjoyment for the divers, and

provides the tour operator with an opportunity to discuss rules and regulations of the

excursion.

Knowledge gained from the biological aspect of the study is of interest to divers.

Photography is often undertaken by divers, and knowledge of the types of organisms that

will be seen on the dive will assist the photographers in selecting proper equipment, and

increase satisfaction of the participants. Identification of species that are encountered on the

dives will also lead to increased diver satisfaction, and information on life history and

ecosystem interaction is often appreciated.

The town of Churchill has a growing number of certified divers. The possibility of hiring

local qualified divers to act as guides on dive tours would provide term employment for

residents and increase the quality and safety of the dive. Boat tour operators have expressed

interest in developing the industry, as it would enhance employment opportunities and

allow tourists to experience arctic marine life first hand. Churchill tourism revolves around

local wildlife populations that are migratory by nature. Birding season,late May to June, is
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followed by the arrival of beluga whales in July to mid-August. The diving season is

variable, but begins as soon as the ice clears the bay (or possibly before, if divers are

interested in viewing the ice underwater). The season continues until early September,

when the winds begin to inc¡ease and turbidity of the ocean reduces visibility significantly.

This window of opportunity for diving tourism provides an additional source of revenue

for whale tour operators, as the dive expeditions could be conducted between whale

watching tours. The water temperatures are not conducive to repetitive diving, therefore

divers would most likely be satisfied with one or two dives in a day. One of the main

attractions for divers is the opportunity to view a beluga whale underwater, and their

presence corresponds with the warmest and clearest water of the season, making the July to

August time frame ideal for such an industry.

In addition to diving tourism, divers travel to Churchill to obtain underwater film footage

for cinematographic productions. Information on diver/whale interaction and the location of

prolific dive sites provides local operators with additional knowledge for guiding clients.

In most cases, individuals travelling to Churchill would depend on local resources for

information on ecology, sea conditions and logistical support for such an undertaking. The

knowledge gained from this study will supplement wildlife tourism by providing

information to local business people for economic benefits.

Underwater photographs and film footage are available for tourism promotion. A set

slides depicting undersea marine life will be submitted to the Churchill Chamber

Commerce for use in promotional publications and duplication for distribution.

5.4.2 Educational development

General knowledge of the marine life in Churchill's subarctic seas within the community is

limited to identification of organisms caught in fishing nets. In an area dependent on

wildlife tourism such as Churchill, information on ecosystem components is an important

aspect of environmental education. Many of the tourists are attracted to the area by the

of

of
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presence of beluga whales, and actively seek out information on the ecology and behaviour

of these animals.

In addition to tourism-related education, the opportunity to incorporate knowledge of

marine life into the educational curriculum of the local school system is provided. Basic

concepts of energy flow, food chains, interaction between organisms, photosynthesis and

other scientific topics are a necessary part of the set curriculum for science. In general,

teaching materials developed in southern locations utilize examples that would be familiar to

southern children. For example, a food chain would be described using rabbits, foxes, and

bears. By substituting local organisms and introducing the biology of species, this same

concept could be taught concurrently with marine ecosystems. Identification of

photosynthesising algae, mysids, capelin, beluga and humans would provide students with

the required conceptual knowledge and serve to educate them on the ocean life of the

region.

A slide show depicting marine life was presented to the local populace as an evening

information session. The event was well attended, and many individuals requested further

information on many of the organisms. Questions regarding life cycles of species were

posed and most attendants were surprised to learn that the arctic benthic community was

highly productive. A similar presentation v/as given to a group of 50 children in the hamlet

of Chesterfield Inlet, NWT. Ages range was 6 to 15 years. Children were queried as to

their present knowledge of marine life. Immediate recognition of beluga whales was noted,

and children relayed stories of beluga hunts conducted by family members. Most children

had seen a beluga, and could identify its food source. Recognition of shellfish

photographs was attributed to its use as a food source. Blue mussel photographs were

recognised by approximately half of the children, accompanied by the inuktitut name for a

cofiìmon recipe using mussels. 'When queried as to what organisms would eat mussels

other than man, the children could not come up with suggestions other than beluga whales.
'When shown a photograph of a starfish, the majority of children could identify it, but

stated that it couldn't live in the arctic. When shown photographs of soft corals,
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anemones, coelenterates and tunicates, the students were surprised to learn they were local

organisms. Most believed that the ocean contained fîsh, whales, and little else.

Exposing children to local marine life could be accomplished with little effort. Photographs

for educational use will be available through the Churchill Chamber of Commerce,

accompanied by a brief synopsis of the species depicted. The possibility of developing a

marine slide show for Canada Parks Service use has also been suggested.

5.4.3 Scientific study

Developing the scientific research benefits of this project was of primary concern during the

site selection phase of reef development. Theories regarding reef success revolve around

the provision of habitat and point of attachment for benthic organisms. In designing the

scientific study, this theory was tested by establishing baseiine biomass readings in two

sites. The control site consisted of a rock reef subjected to the same current flows,

temperature, salinity and water conditions as the experimental site. The adjacent

experimental site was an area of sand substrate, shifting with the currents and exhibiting

little epibenthic biomass. By establishing two sites in close proximity, the reduction in

disparity of conditions would assist in establishing a more controlled environment for

experimentation.

Data gathered during the 1991 field season included quantitative biomass readings from

sites in the control and experimental areas. The selected control site's bedrock reef

provided a natural environment of various substrates for biomass comparisons. Statistical

analysis of this data indicated that the south cobblestone wall of the controi site (IBRM

sites) yielded the highest biomass readings, and resulted in a statistically homogeneous

subset. The area at the bottom of the cobblestone wall may have been protected from ice

scour and debris forced in towards shore by the presence of the rock reef. At the highest

point on the reef, indicated by the ITRM sites, the dominant substrate was smooth bedrock

with scrapes and gouges possibly caused by contact with boulders carried in the sediment
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load of drift ice. Small amounts of gravel or loose rock was noted in this area, but a

distinct change in substrate and associated biomass was observed at the inside wall.

Cobblestones and boulders formed a rock wall descending approximately 3 metres and

running the entire length of the rock reef.

When all data was assessed and quantitative analyses and substrates were compared, a

pattern emerged that was consistent with the following theory. During spring break up of

ice, pans were forced southward toward the shores of Button Bay. The presence of

trenches in the sand in the experimental site substantiates this theory (dive717/91). As the

ice was forced upwards across the top of the bedrock reef, it may have scraped organisms,

boulders and rocks towards the shore. The ice may have lodged at this point, releasing its

ice-rafted sediments as it melted. These sediments, consisting of boulders, rocks and

gravel, would have dropped off the reef, accumulating along the inside wall. The presence

of the bedrock structure may have protected epibenthic organisms from being dislodged by

drift ice, as the organisms noted in the IBRM area were larger and more prolific than any

other area observed during site selection.

This theory is also consistent with observations of compression ridge heights in Button

Bay. When ice floes are pushed together, compression ridges form. The ridge keel (below-

waterline portion) is usually 4.5 to 6 times greater than the sail height (above waterline

portion)(Cammaert and Muggeridge, 1988). Local observations indicate sail heights often

exceed 3 m, indicating that contact with substrate may occur in depths up to 18 m. This is

also consistent with observations of ice floes observed on dives conducted on 07 /09/91 and

0t /r4/9t.

Devising a feasible means of obtaining data from the reef involves a consistent method of

sampling. A program for ongoing monitoring was developed, based on initial site

evaluation techniques. At the time of sinking, a baseline benthic biomass reading would be

conducted in the control and experimental sites. Permanent markers would be placed along

the transect lines of the control site and biomass within the quadrats would be sampled by
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airlift. Comparison of regrowth on the control reef would be compared to colonization on

the vessel. Effect of migration from surrounding biomass may be inferred by resulting

growth in the control area, and an indication of species colonization rates could be

obtained. In many arctic species the planktonic stage is reduced, causing populations to

recruit from local organisms (Feder and Schamel, 1976). The distance between the

established colonies of the control site and the experimental site may affect colonization

rates.

Accumulation of biomass data and photographs of designated areas on the Graham Bell

once it is submerged may be used to identify the effects of the reef on the surrounding

environment. A proposed method of gathering this data is to conduct research diving

courses on the control and experimental site. Divers participating in dive tours often

request "specialty" courses, which consist of designated training in fields such as

underwater photography, wreck diving and research diving. By designing the course

outline around an existing scientific study, the divers will benefit from the learning process

and data on colonization will accumulate.

The Churchill Northern Studies Centre has expressed interest in the possibility of an arctic

marine ecosystems course for university credit. Collection of data on the artificial reef may

be incorporated into the course curriculum, providing students with an opportunity to dive

in an established study site and participate in scientific research.

In summary, developing an artificial reef in the Churchill region is an economically feasible

project that would provide ongoing benefits to a large number of individuals. However,

over the course of the study a number of ethical questions regarding artificial reef

development were examined. These issues should be addressed prior to any further

attempts at reef placement.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.I CONCLUSIONS

This study outlines the systematic process utilized to develop an artificial marine

reef off the coast of northern Manitoba. Criteria for site selection, administrative

and operational procedures and identification of user groups were developed as a

general protocol to facilitate application to a wide range of ocean dumping projects.

This study concludes that a thorough management plan for artificial reef

development increases benefits to the community and potential user groups.

Identification of user groups prior to site selection allows for maximization of

benefits by clearly defining criteria for reef placement. Careful consideration must

be given to both positive and negative aspects of reef creation in order to develop a

successful reef.

Investigation into the negative aspects of artificial reef creation yielded a difficult

ethical question. Does the presence of an artificial structure on the ocean floor

destroy or alter the intrinsic value of a "natural" marine environment? The value

placed on unaltered spaces in the environment is increasing as development

encroaches further and further into the untouched areas of the world. The physical

presence of the reef may not negatively impact the surrounding environment in a

biological sense, but the loss of an area of unaltered ecosystem may be construed as

a negative impact. The estuarine area of Churchill has been subjected to significant

alterations in water flow over the past three decades and is not considered an

unaltered environment, but the ethical question remains unresolved.
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Specific conclusions reached during this study are as follows:

1. Identification of user groups is a fundamental aspect of reef creation.

Desire to create an artificial reef is based on the knowledge that artificial structures

placed on the ocean bottom concentrate biological life of the area. Identifying and

examining the needs of each group affected by reef creation provides the project

manager with a framework of requirements for priorization and attainment in order

to achieve success.

Artificial reef development may also be construed as a negative event to some

individuals. When formulating an artificial reef management plan, it is of utmost

importance to consider the implications of reef placement on society as a whole.

The reef may prove to be an obstruction to marine traffic, draggers or trawlers; it

may alter flow patterns and create undesirable movement of sediment in adjacent

areas; the mere presence of the reef may be viewed as a violation of the intrinsic

value of an ocean floor free of man made structures. Cultural and ethical values

must be given careful consideration when planning artificial reef development.

Alteration in position of the reef, material used or changes in the orientation of the

structure may be suff,rcient to nullify such negative impacts, and increase the overall

benefit to society.

2. Development of an artificial reef should begin with material and site

selection based on the needs of the relevant user groups.

In general, the specific needs of each user will involve an increase in the number or

biomass of one or more species. Identification of these target species will dictate the

type of material used to create the reef, and the environment in which it should be
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placed.

Research into the biology of the target species and associated ecosystem is required

in order to provide a sound knowledge base for environmental manipulation. A

properly designed artificial structure that meets the needs of the target species will

allow the organism to compete more effectively in the marine environment. The

resulting increase in species fecundity and growth will provide benefits to the user

group.

In North America, many artificial reefs are created using scrap materials. The

concept of scrap disposal at sea resulting in benefits to the marine environment is

extremely promising, but must be handled carefully to avoid negative impact

situations. In situations where material disposal is the primary objective,

recognising the potential benefits and possible user groups will dictate placement of

material, and assist in identifying the positive and negative aspects of the project.

Success of an artificial reef is based on the ability of the reef to meet

the needs of user groups without creating a significant negative

impact on others.

'When 
an artificial reef project does not meet the needs of the identified user groups,

it is unsuccessful in fulfilling the established requirements and objectives based on

accrued positive benefits. If the presence of this reef provides a negative impact to

others or to the environment, it not only fails to meet its set objectives but also

reduces public acceptance for future projects.
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

1 . Careful consideration of the ethical issues surounding artificial reef projects must

be considered prior to initiating reef development. Distribution of a suryey or

opinion poll in the community is recommended to assess potential negative impact

on the local populace.

2. The biological data collected during the initial site selection and control site

evaluation provides an opportunity to further investigate benthic marine life in

Hudson Bay. Distribution of organisms for identification should continue.
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Appendix 1. Form 4 - application for a permit to dispose of a ship, aircraft or other
anthropogenic structure at sea.
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Appendix 2. Qualitative sampling observations from each dive - I989-L99L.
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Date

08/02189 58 47 22 N 94 16 20 W

Latitude

08/02189

Longitude

08/03/89

58 46 15 N 94 1248W

Depth
(metres)

08/03/89

584812N 941450w

Bottom
composition

08/04/89

58 46 45 N 94 1242W

cobble, sand

08/04/89 58 45 50 N 94 1228W

584806N 941550W

mud, sand

12

08/05/89 5847 18 N 94 12 56W

Observation

mud

Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis, at least three species of
tunicates, Aurelia sp, Cucumaria, bright orange eelpout

river bottom mostly sand, fine silt, some cobblestones
interspersed among substrate. Coelenterates in water column

Eschiurin worms, two species of sculpins, no boulders, no

evidence of clam siphons

Pod of approx 9 whales circled round on surface, whale song

was quite loud, sited two whales approx 10 ft away - contact 5
seconds. Brief 2nd siting - 3 seconds.

Large Phakketia bowerbankii , brachiopods, encrusting

sponges,

No whale contact in river, but constant song. Aborted dive -

polar bear sited swimming in river.

Whale contact - snorkelled on surface with whales, dropped

down - 7 second contact with 2 whales - photo

mud, sand

18 rock, cobble, sand

mud, sand

mud, sand, occ. rock



Date

08/05/89

Latitude

08/06/89

58 47 40 N 94 14 45W

Longitude

08/06/89 58 46 30 N 94 09 35 W

584655N 940515W

Depth
(metres)

09/06/89 58 47 56 N 94 13 50 W

Bottom
composition

11

07107190 58 47 56 N 94 14 28W

bedrock, sand

15

07t10t90 58 47 58 N 94 15 16 W

cobble

o7/t0t90 58 47 56 N 94 14 00 w

Observation

bedrock, cobble, sand

Crabs ( Hya sp), sculpins, anemones, red and green algae,
epiphytes, photographed with Ewa bag - Mike Macri's camera

Gersemia, Pisasters, Leptasterias, ophiuroids, small
Cucumaria, Solasters. Promising ep¡faunal growth

Mytilus everywhere, filamentous red algae, epiphytes, high
biomass.

Zero visibility, aborted dive.bedrock, cobble

11 sand, gravel, small boulders

15 sand intersp. with sm

10 cobble, bedrock

sculpins, eelpout - check out dive - buoyancy neutral, wrist
seals quite leaky

Gersemia on boulders, liparids, no evidence of clam siphons

Sculpins, Metridium l¡ke anemones, Psolus sp,
Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis, Gersemia, highly prolifici
atea



Date

07t11190 58 46 30 N 94 12 30 W

Latitude

07t11t90 58 48 30 N 94 12 50 W

Longitude

07112190 58 48 15 N 94 13 24W

Depth
(metres)

07 t14t90 58 48 24 N 94 1 3 06 W

Bottom
composition

13

07114t90 58 48 24 N 94 1 3 06 W

sand, mud

07t20t90 58 48 53 N 94 13 00 W

cobble, bedrock, gravel

07122t90 58 48 40 N 94 13 40 W

Observation

sand and boulders

Diving in dredged channel near wharf - light penetration poor,
visibility reduced

Solaster, unidentifìed nudibranch, plumose worm, Hyas sp.,
Phakketia sp, opiuroid, high biomass area.

Stalked tunicates, 2nd spp of ophiuroid, swimming scallop ,

quite different from deeper sites, no Gersemia or Psolus, no

sponges

cobble/boulder

cobble, bedrock

17 cobble, bedrock, boulders

18

2 spp fish, bryozoans on rocks and macroalgae, Macoma,
limpets, Nereis, Pterogophora, Pleurophycus, Ulna,
Rhodophyta

2 spp fish, bryozoans on rocks and macroalgae, Macoma,
limpets, Nereis, Pterogophora, Pleurophycus, Ulna,
Rhodophyta

Phakketia, stalked tun¡cates, Leptasterias, polychaetes.

Highly prolific area, visually dominated by epibenthic
organisms

Reasonably barren, a few nudibranchs, one Hyas, dropped
down s. wall of reef, biomass appeared to increase
dramatically. Substrate changed from bedrock to

cobble, bedrock, sm sand



Date

07t24t90 58 48 48 N 94 13 34 W

Latitude

07t24190 58 47 23 N 94 11 30 W

Longitude

07127t90 58 46 54 N 94 10 45 W

Depth
(metres)

07t28t90 58 46 30 N 94 12 30 W

Bottom
composition

18

07t31t90 58 48 53 N 94 13 12 W

cobble, bedrock, boulders

08/07/90 58 46 54 N 94 10 45 W

sand dunes

07t09t91 58 46 55 N 94 13 06 W

Observation

cobble overlying bedrock Stalked anemones, large Mytilus beds

Top of reef - small nudibranch - photographed

sand, mud

17

Sculpin, nudibranch, little solid substrate

unknown

large boulders and sand

Snorkelled with whales for I minutes, descended to dive,
visibility was poor. Whales could be seen passing by closely
for duration of dive, but not descernable at all times due to

Aborted dive on descent - visibility < 1 foot.

sand, mud

Mytilus, Haliclystus salpinx (?), no nudibranchs, 4 spot fin fish,

Gear test, buoyancy test with Caroline Lewko



Date

07109t91 58 46 50 N 94 12 48W

Latitude

07109t91 58 49 42 N 94 09 15 W

Longitude

07t11191 58 48 40 N 94 13 35 W

Depth
(metres)

07113t91 5847 15 N 94 11 10W

Bottom
composition

07t14t9',t 584642 N 941145W

sand, mud

07t14t91 58 49 45 N 94 10 55 W

sand

20

07117t91 58 48 52 N 94 13 35 W

Observation

bedrock, cobble

Gear test, buoyancy test with Pat Ewanchuk

cobble, bedrock, sand

lceberg dive, video camera - cable is negative, sig. drag.
Laminaria stalk embedded in ice. Surfaced I min into dive to
adjust camera. Many coelenterates, Beroe's comb jelly,

Sampling dive - shrimp, 4" reddish carapace, Dendronotus,
Leptasterias polaris, Hyas coarctatus, Tonicella sp, Phakettia
sp,. lce crystals in regulator, cold dive

Mytilus beds, 24', no nudibranchs, Rhodophyta, alaria, Fucus
and young alaria, Myoxocephalus aenaeus, scorpius and
quadricornis. lce crystals in reg, minorfree flow.

Photographic session - prop of Graham Bell at high tidesand, mud

17 sand

17 trenches, sand, gravel,

lceberg dive - video footage around base of berg. Surface
indicated that a seal had been shot recently. Upon surfacing,
adjacent berg flipped over - melt¡ng underneath occurrs faster

Current too strong to the SE, went with it to find trenches
approx 8-12" deep, sand and gravel, some larger boulders, 2
Hyas, one Gersemia, 4-5" high, on large boulder approx 2 feet



Date

07t17t91 584825 N 941315W

Latitude

o7t20t91 58 48 46 N 94 13 35 W

Longitude DePth
(metres)

07t20t91 s8 46 52 N 94 10 35 W

07t26t91 58 48 48 N 94 13 30 W

Bottom
composition

07126191 58 48 42 N 94 13 41 W

sand, rock, cobble

17

07t27t91 58 48 40 N 94 13 35 W

gravel

07t27 t91 58 48 44 N 94 '13 37 W

Observation

sand

21

No current, photographed anemones, caprellidans,
Myoxocephalids, porifera and zoarcid.

Aborted dive- zero visibility. Lost light penetration at 20',
continued down to 45'. Signalled to ascend - fins hit bottom,
sandy gravel bottom. No thermocline, water well mixed after

Equipment test - camera stand and strobe set up. Buoyancy is
suitable. Visibility again was <1foot.

lce scoured area, Lupenus fabricii. boulders with sporadic
growth in sandy expanses. Stalked ascidac¡ans, some algae,
no apparent infauna. Contact with beluga on ascent. Whale

Tested airlift, successful. Little life, ice scoured. Current
reduced, approx .5 knot. Nudibranchs (Coryphella), tested
exposures with camera set-up.

sand, mud, boulders, ice

11 bedrock, gravel

13 cobble, bedrock,

14 bedrock, cobble, boulder,

High biomass, sampled two sites, but airlift ran out of air on

second. Stalked ascidacians, Pteraster, Tereb¡atulla, Psolus,
Phakettia, opuiroids, anemones. Altered method - dislodge

Sampled top and bottom of reef site, inside wall high biomass,
top barren. Empty airlift tank is too buoyant to handle easily -
modification may be needed.



Date

07t28t91 58 48 42 N 94 13 36 W

Latitude

07t28t91 58 48 40 N 94 13 39 W

Longitude

07t29191 58 48 46 N 94 13 42W

Depth
(metres)

07t29191 58 48 44 N 94 13 41 W

Bottom
compos¡tion

18

07t29191 58 48 40 N 94 13 40 W

bedrock

18

08/03/91 58 48 46 N 94 13 32 W

sand/mud, occ boulders

18

08/03/91 58 48 48 N 94 13 28 W

Observation

bedrock, mud/clay/sand

13

Top of reef, i nudibranch in quadrat. Dropped over wall to
inside reef, large biomass, Strongylocentrotus, stalked
ascidacianas, Gersemia, Myoxocephalus, Terebratula, 3 spp

Some trenches observed on SW end of reef, 6" deep, top of
reef barren, SW end of inside wall appears to be most prolific

area.

Little life on mud/clay/sand, but biomass increased on
boulders. Sandy sites found polychaetes, errantia under rock.

Leptasterias polaris w¡th young under curled arms, approx 150.

Large biomass, but separated Lept to observe and photograph.

Top or reef small biomass, top outside, none

Strong cunent on top of reef. Nudibranchs on top of reef, Hyas,
Beroe's comb jelly, little biomass.

At descent po¡nt, located and sampled brooding Leptasterias,
moved to top of reef, first site one errantia, second site no

biomass. Whale song was close and loud, but visibility too

No infauna on OBRM2, but ORMI altered to mud bottom, again
no infauna. Whale song loud, but halocline reduced visibility to
<5 feet at safety stop (1 5')

cobblestone, boulders

bedrock, cobble, boulders

16 bedrock, cobble boulders

18 sandy, mud, silt



Date

08t04t91

Latitude

08/04/91

584848N 941332W

Longitude

08/05/91 58 48 44 N 94 1 3 37 W

584845N 941337W

Depth
(metres)

08/05/91 58 48 40 N 94 13 39 W

Bottom
composition

17

08/06/91 58 48 40 N 94 13 32 W

sand, gravel, boulder, rock

15

08/08/91 58 48 46 N 94 13 44 W

cobble, boulder, bedrock

17

08/08/91 58 48 45 N 94 13 40 W

Observation

cobble, boulder, bedrock

16

Small burrowing annelid in casing, large boulder (6') with
epifauna, not as prolific as inside the reef.

Agarum, high biomass, nudibranch sp (new, unknown),
airlifted. Moved to top of reef, sampled one nudibranch in
quadrat. Very cold dive. lce crystals in regulator.

Agarum, Hyas, Gersemia, Pycnogonic sp, stalked ascidacians,
Terebratula, featherduster annelids, photographed before and
after collection. Site IRMO contained 2 large gastropods,

Whale contact on descent, 7 adults approached from below,
rolled to expose ventral surface, returned for 3 contacts. Over
1 minute each. Sampled airlift, found new dorid, photographed

Prolifìc, large Psolus, some Strongylocentrotus
droebachiensis, found what appeared to be a scour trench,
prolific area except in trench. Sampled egg casings from what

Strobe fired once and would not fire again. Whale vocalization
was intense, looked up to view 7 whales to the north - set
camera F2 and shot ambient. Whales exposed ventral side,

Strobe fìring properly.

cobble, bedrock, boulder

cobble, gravel, boulder

19 mud/sand

18 sand, bedrock, mud



Date

08/10/91 584842 N 9413 35W

Latitude

08/10/91 58 48 20 N 94 12 08 W

Longitude

08t11191 584844 N 94 1264W

Depth
(metres)

08111191

Bottom
composition

17

08t11191 584844 N 941264W

s84844 N 94 1264W

cobble, bedrock, gravel

08t17191 58 48 08 N 94 13 32 W

cobble, gravel, sand

16

08t17t91 58 48 10 N 94 1 1 40 W

Observation

sand

Photographed nudibranchs and Gersemia, collected
specimens. Photographed Pleurobrachia upon ascent

Eider cove survey for IAEP

cobble, mixed sand, mud

Eider cove survey for IAEP

sand/mud bottom

Eider Cove survey for IAEP

Solaster papposus, Psolaster chitonoides, Strongylocentrotus
droebachiensis, prolific area, numerous spp of red and green

algae. Ophiuroids, bunowing anemones.

Whale contact three minutes into dive. Drifted midwater, 3
whales approached 25' away, contact continued sporadically
for the duration of the dive.



Date

08/18/91 58 48 40 N

Latitude Longitude

941340W

Depth
(metres)

Bottom
composition

18 cobble, rock, boulder

Observation

Sampling and photography dive. Gersemia actively feeding



Appendix 3. Quantitative data on physical characteristics of the study zone (temperature
at surface and depth, salinity at surface and depth, visibility and bottom
composition).
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Date

08i02/89

Latitude

08/02/89

08/03/89 58 48 12 N 94 14 50 W

08/03/89 58 46 45 N 94 1242W

08/04/89 58 48 06 N 94 15 50 W

584722N 941620W

58 4615 N 94 1248W

Longitude Depth Temperature
(metres) (surface)

08/04/89

08/05/89

08/05/89 58 47 40 N 94 14 45W 11

58 45 50 N 94 1228W

584718N 941256W

Temperature Salinity
(depth) (surface)

08/06/89

12

08/06/89

09/06/89

584655N 940515W

584630N 940935W

584756N 941350W

l8

07107t90 58 47 56 N 94 14 28W

07110t90 58 47 58 N 94 15 16 W

Salinity Visibility
(depth) (horizontal)

15

Visibility Bottom
(secchi) composit¡on

20

15

11

10

cobble, sand

mud, sand

15

'10

25

mud

mud, sand

rock, cobble, sand

mud, sand

mud, sand, occ. rock

bedrock, sand

10

15

20

20.6

20.0

15

30

22.4

22.4

cobble

bedrock, cobble, sand

bedrock, cobble

sand, gravel, small boulders

sand intersp. with sm. boulder

20

15

l0

10



Date

07t10t90 58 47 56 N 94 14 00 W

07111t90 58 46 30 N 94 12 30 W

07t11t90 58 48 30 N 94 12 50 W

07t12t90 58 48 ls N 94 1324W

07114t90 58 4824 N 94 13 06W

07114t90 58 4824 N 94 13 06 W

07120190 58 48 53 N 94 13 00 W

07t22t90 58 48 40 N 94 13 40 W

07t24t90 58 48 48 N 94 13 34 W

07124t90 58 47 23 N 94 11 30 W

07t27t90 58 46 54 N 94 10 45 W

07t28t90 58 46 30 N 94 12 30 W

07t31t90 58 48 53 N 94 1312W

Latitude Longitude Depth Temperature Temperature
(metres) (surface) (depth)

13

Salinity Salinity Visibility
(surface) (depth) (horizontal)

21.6

11

17

26.3

24.3

25.1

28

28

28.6

27.6

28.9

26.5

18

Visibility Bottom
(secchi) composition

12

15

31.7

32.3

31

cobble, bedrock

sand, mud

cobble, bedrock, gravel

sand and boulders

cobble/boulder

cobble, bedrock

cobble, bedrock, boulders

cobble, bedrock, sm sand patch

cobble, bedrock, boulders

sand dunes

cobble overlying bedrock

sand, mud

unknown

31

32.1

31.9

32.1

30.6

13

14

25

13

27.3

'10

31



Date

08t07t90 58 46 54 N

07109191 58 46 55 N

07t09t91 58 46 50 N

07t09t91 58 49 42 N

07t11t91 58 48 40 N

07t13t91 58 47 15 N

07114t91 58 46 42 N

07114t91 58 49 45 N

07t17t91 58 48 52 N

07117t91 58 48 25 N

07t20t91 58 48 46 N

07120t91 58 46 52 N

Latitude Longitude Depth Temperature
(metres) (surface)

941045W

941306W

94 12 48W

940915W

941335W

94 11 10W

94 11 45W

941055W

941335W

94 13 15W

94 13 35W

941035W

Temperature Salinig
(depth) (surface)

Salini$ Visibility
(depth) (horizontal)

07t26t91 58 48 48 N 94 13 30 W

24.5

7.5

27.9

17

22.2

25.4

26.7

Visibility Bottom
(secchi) composition

15

33.5

31.2

29.8

large boulders and sand

sand, mud

sand, mud

sand

28.9

29.4

25.9

27.6

27.6

31.8

28.2

28.9

10

bedrock, cobble

cobble, bedrock, sand

sand, mud

't8

21.8 32.5

sand

trenches, sand, gravel, bould.

sand, rock, cobble

gravel

20

sand

sand, mud, boulders, ice scour



Date

07126t91 58 48 42 N

07t27t91 58 48 40 N

07t27t91 58 48 44 N

07t28t91 58 48 42 N

07128t91 58 48 40 N

07129t91 58 48 46 N

07t29t91 58 48 44 N

07129t91 58 48 40 N

Latitude Longitude Depth Temperature Temperature
(metres) (surface) (depth)

941341W

94 13 35W

94 13 37W

941336W

941339W

94 13 42W

941341W

94 1340W

941332W

941328W

94 13 32W

941337W

941337W

11

13

08i03/91 58 48 46 N

08/03/91 58 48 48 N

08104t91 58 48 48 N

08t04t91 58 48 45 N

08/05/91 58 48 44 N

14

Salinity Salinig Visibility
(surface) (depth) (horizontal)

6.9

18

21.8

24.1

28.7

27.8

28.4

26.2

27.3

28.2

27.6

27.4

¿6.I

26.7

27.3

5.9

7.9

14

32.5

31.0

31.4

31.6

31.7

32.2

31.5

31.9

32.1

31.7

31.2

31.6

32.1

7.6

0.6

6.4

Visibility Bottom
(secchi) composition

2.5

14

6.4

5.6

bedrock, gravel.

cobble, bedrock, boulders,sand

bedrock, cobble, boulder, sand

bedrock

sand/mud, occ boulders

bedrock, mud/clay/sand boulder

cobblestone, boulders

bedrock, cobble, boulders

bedrock, cobble boulders

sandy, mud, silt

sand, gravel, boulder, rock

cobble, boulder, bedrock

cobble, boulder, bedrock17

7.4

6.1

12

14

15

13

15

15



Date

08/05/91 58 48 40 N 94 13 39 W

08/06/91 58 48 40 N 94 1332W

08/08i91 58 48 46 N 94 13 44W

08/08/91 58 48 45 N 94 13 40 W

08/10/91 58 48 42 N 94 13 35 W

08/10/91 58 48 20 N 94 12 08 W

08/11/91 5B 48 44 N 94 1264W

Latitude Longitude Depth Temperature Temperature
(metres) (surface) (depth)

08t11t91 58 48 44 N 94 1264W

08/11/91 584844 N 941264W

08117t91 58 48 08 N 94 13 32 W

08117191 58 48 10 N 94 1 1 40 W

08t18t91 58 48 40 N 94 13 40 W

6.9

6.1

Salinity Salinity Visibility
(surface) (depth) (horizontal)

7.2

6.8

28.1

28.3

27.3

27.1

27.56.7

16

7.3

31.6

31.8

31.5

31.2

31.7

Visibility Bottom
(secchi) composition

15

15

14

9.3

6.5

7.8

cobble, bedrock, boulder

cobble, gravel, boulder

mud/sand

35

1.2

0.7

-'1.5

26.4

27.1

27.1

sand, bedrock, mud

cobble, bedrock, gravel

cobble, gravel, sand

sand

29.7

30.4

31.5

25

25

cobble, mlxed sand, mud

sand/mud bottom

cobble, rock, boulder



Appendix 4. Liability policy for protection and indemnity on the S.S. Graham Bell whilsr
being towed to the sinking site.
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/EeE-r

IHIS POLICY , ¡. CL.AUSE WHÍCH
MAY L¡¡.',, .... ...-uuNI p.ÁyA8t-6

DALE INTERMEDIARIES LTD. MEMORANDUM OF INSI.]RANCE
¡N$rn^!lcÊ B R*Ers
59J Bur¡¡d sttcf Suit& 8æ
Th¡æ Bcd¡tl Cc¡EE P.O ¡oyl9142
Vævq.B.C \fZXlJl

rcL (6o{)6sr-o¡2r r¡r (60{)68r-4327 VAf'¡/63?91

rNsuRER(S):

INSURED:

FIREMANS FUND INSURANCE COMPANY
- t0096

SHEII..I\TEORNTON
C/O ITATTJRÄL RESOURCES INSTrIUTE'

IT7 DYSÁRTROAD
WII¡NIPECT. I{ANIfOBA R3T 2l'I2

PROTECTION ÁND INDEMNITY ON TTIE
VESSEL'SS. GRATIAM BETT' WHtr^ST BEING
TOWED FROM CHTJRCTItrI- TERMINAL TO
Btr[TON BAY, MANITOB A. CO\-ERACTE TO
AT'TACH TJPON C1CMMENGMENT OF TOW
AND TÊRMINATE ON REIÆASE OF TOW I..ùIE.
EXCLT'DING CREW. CARCO, TOWERS AM)
POLLUTIONLIABILITY.

¡T.DDRESS:

TYPE OF COV¡R¡IGE:

LIMTT OF LIABILITY: $1.0m,m0.00

TRIPoccuRRrNc From: AUGUST9, f991 To: AUGUST 30, 1991

DUR$G TcE PERitoD: both l2:ola-m- Sta¡rdard Time at the above address of the

ûamed ¡rsured.

PROVISIONAI. PREMIUM: $200.00

DEDUCTTBLE: $I,OOO.OO EACH AND EVERY OCCURRENCE

NA-|,{E AJ{D ADDRESS OF .. ..' !

I.OSSPA,YEE: AS DIRECTED

ln úe event of cancelf¡tion of the contrac! the eamed premium will become due and payable.

This memora¡dum is subject to all terms a.od conditions of ûe policy or policies to be issued.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: PLE^SE NOTIFT US IMME)IATELY OF.{NY ERRORS, OMISSIONS OR

NECESSARY CHANGES.

D¡TLE INTERMEDTARIES LTD.

Date: AUGUST 9, l99l

to4

Per--:-

--
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r@ É .¡e.6ng T6 Hu!¿¡Ëd Do¡l¡¡¡ (¡¡flr.ûD. rtra ræ-
sily ¡.¡d @@bly ¡@¡Gd by rtÊ 

^sñrt 
fû aå. bu.id of ¡qy

atMôfqidB¿
3. L¡¡tility fd lod of. q d¡qæ ao. ¡rV oaàd Ed q qfr. q to

.hc fGiShf rldÞf. 6 Þropãç ø.Edr dld Ed q ñft- q6.d
by col¡i¡in yitÀ ü€ vq4 iøf¡¡ u s¡á làtÍtiry wH d b.
ó€cl by i¡Éry uadc r ¡oliq ¡r.l¡d¡!3 üË CrÉdiú Hulk
(P¡dfiq CI¡ur.¡, ÈffÉi¡¡ iq r6qe o ¡ad@¡¡fy tlÉ Ásurcd fc
rud¡ ti¡b¡liiy.
(al ChiG !rd6 tÀk d¡E ù! tc ¡d.d æ dÉ ÞriciFlc ofqcli¡bil¡dã b thc @ et odt ú g.d¡llcd i! rhÊ fú-

f@ttú .@iaa<ffi d¡æ rbcc s¡¡oocd-(b) Chiæ o¡d< rü¡ cl,¡æ ¡ü¡ll h. 4ñlt d .ao.r3 tùc æøl
dæ of d¡¡q -.qlcrl a! ¡à¡¡ Fol¡cy ¡rd øá d¡s ¡fi¡fl
bc sbis 6 ttc d.d6io.d .p.di anfiaic .Dd¡abt in
cpd of s¡ó d¡s.

(c) Nñithr¡¡d¡¡{ úrc fqq<Ía¡" if rry æ q æ of ú. Er-
ís li¡lili¡ic¡ úiiirE frúa i¡ó qifdoa ù¡¡ t6 @FG
E¡r.d, df¡.d d .d.¡ut d riórf óc rib @ of rfic
Co¡n¡iry. tte Cærp¡¡y ¡ü¡.E bc ¡dic=¿of l¡b¡liry fq sy
úd ¡tt d¡i6 Edd thi d¡¡ß4- L¡¡bility f* 16r of 6 /-*¡Ê b úy q¡d rõd d dfi. G ro

prop<fy @ T¡<ù d¡ú rc$d q dft d e¡!.d tt @üÈioi, Fc
vilcd ru<å lietility dæ d úiæ bt @ cf e øt@ uac q
rhc rqlrc¿
rñh.rc ttËc wld t ¡ yrlll d¡iE lEéldd tût f6 lhÊ f¡d ttu(
rh< d¡E¡Acd p(ot<ty b.looSr @ dæ Æs¡Ë4 tlt Cqùpâny ¡lì¡ll
b. li¡Hc ú ¡f ¡ud¡ d¡ruSGd Fe9<tt tdú€.d þ ¡dhõ. 6rr( only
lq lt c¡.6 G uy @( .@r4b¡a sdq sy qts ¡6qr-
rK ¡þp[¡ã5¡c 6 ú¡c p(op<O,.

5. Li¡bili(y fq d¡nq$ ro ¡.ìy ¡lodq ¡t¡q. turöcr, b.idgq jdry. 6uof
lith(harR ördlhG. e.É.r, tacoo. ebþ ø io iny fucd &
novablc oö.tct d fxofff, rl¡tcq, dapa ¡dlã @t q
d¿f (. * profty d ¡nôtls rsl d afL Wtæ rtar wld bc ¡
v¡lid c¡¡¡m hddndd br: Íq aù. fe (h¡( rtE d¿dScd póFry
bdon$ (o tlrc 

^rscd. 
ú. C-oqliy ¡5¡I bÉ li¡blc s if sd¡ d¡m-

¡tcd profrcry bddrcd þ ¡øiE. b{( 6ly lq thc æ ou uy
¡moun( æcnôlc qnd6 ¡fiy dbcr itt@ qrpliablc ø thc
prop.dy.

6- Lübiliry fd cd q q;aâ of. c ißlloE¡ þ. tå. r@qt of (hc
srcck ol rha Ësd qmcd læía úl¡@ sdt raæd È chpgkory
by taw. prdid.4 hoffi. r.h¡c(¡) Ttrc rf¡ll bc d.du.t d f¡m r¡d¡ ct¡i6 f6 d d spd6,

thc vrlrc of eny slÞgc f.@ q rfii¡å 6¡ßhl h¡vc bcm rc-
@Gd frm thÈ reh iru¡ds. q rû¡¡å miah( h¡K inúcd.
(o th. b.Èfi( of rhc^Jfûrcd.(b) Th. C6p¡ây rlull d b< li¡b¡€ fd fudr ffi d dFsr
vhich rculd bc ævc¡td by full ircuæ ùndq (h< prõdr
c¡od¡rd fm ol fþlicy 6 hútt. mchi6y. dc.. i$ucd by (tK

^lre¡¡(ion 
of M¡riÂc Undcrvri.cd of Britirh C¡lumbi¡-(cl Th€ CoñÈny rh¡ll tu( b. li¡b¡c fq *cl¡ G6 or <xfËnj6

wh<r. (hc võkl e¡i wñtcd by d ¡n <oú.qffic of hor(il¡r¿r
or ç¿rlitc op<of ons, rhdhcr b<fqc û ¡f(d dæ¡¡ra(i@ of

7. L¡¡b¡li(y fo( fie end 6ulri= fq rlE yiol¡dd of ¡ny of lhc tåws
of C¡n¡d¡, or of eny Provire tlrof, d of ¡!y fqci8û @n(ry:
Fovid.d, hoKq. (h¡( thc Coû¡p{ny rh¡tt d bc li¡blc ao iodcm-
ôify (hc A$urcd ¡€¡iGr rny rchhnc ø ¡orldõ Grl(ing dir<ty
or ¡nd¡rc(¡y from rhc frilurq qlcc( q d.f¡ut( of thc ¿{lrurcd or
his ruuting oflrcc q ñrû3iot ¡añ b qqciæ lhc hiShd
dcarcc of diligæ o prcqt ¡ viol¡tiøof ¡ny ¡ud¡ lls.

8. Exf lg inor.d in aéirddt ¡ny unf@ridêd d¡im by (ht m¡iad or
crcw or o(hcr pr6oú cfrplolrd fr (hc Erd ¡ru.d lHcin. or in
pr6du(in8 ruch p.6oß ¡n ce of ñutiny c o{tÊ 6¡6ndud.9- Uåbil¡ty for cxriaødiury apce .átcing fr@ d(brc¡k of
pl¿gucor o(hcr conbgious diæ. ¡ñluding 3€h qp.¡g inorrcd
for dirinfc(ior, of rh< "c¡scl umcd hcrcin ø pæ¡is q bo¡rd. or
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' fq _quandq- bsf qdudina alE qdiury.dflq of lo¡ditu 6J¡¡dld dirdü?int rñd tlE €66¡¡¡d p(diri@ o{ e r¡ø æì ioørsá¡: dá 91i6 qrd6_th.- Fdir¡on È sbjd b . d"dqã;-; itTw Hu¡drEd (t¿ln.mt Dolt¡ß !t a. prúid.d fcitdË, h;,;.;-.' :
¡rur¡i oi sì-ÃoJ'r-.ilË;d-åþ;*;;ä"ffi :9¡( & d C&ld b. tffi ¡h¡t ql¡¡qg ttut wiU etj< Aç 6¡a'il ierlE- edd¡o.t dp6õ .borc @do¡.4 q ro queüG ; icdkiofdid dËr q dr.r{E€, tr- Comgroy ¡h¡ll lb( Ëñd6- ; ;)

- oöli¿rtiro to indæif-y dæ ¿lsr.d fq 6y tuó dgc6õ- - 
i ftO- ¡{d lc dG 6 dcr¡.r¡.¡ ¡drrd ¡ôldy fd úê ¡rÞqê of hnd¡c özu iniurcd,a ri* ru i6 rripd of púr dursc iøn4 isurÌ ô¡¡¡c, buntq¡. tqË. rnd p(fikicr 6qmcd ú r r6sk of rhc 94dcvb(¡{n

lf. Cdadu¡Sc¡, &dqg@.{ rumHtiucd¡¡dp¡A Oyr¡,c 3å

^rscd 
¡o 4.fæ ¡f¡id úy l¡¡bil¡&= aMGd ¡g¡d û.rdods gz

¡ñ Gpd of rhc ræd oncd fsciñ, ¡úbid ro úE ¡AEd d<dK- öt
iblc ¡ppli¿blc, r¡d sbir furås b dE @qdiri¡ñ rnd tihiqrioõ gg
hdciqfE Fei¡lc¿ loo
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W¡md.d at¡a ¡a aå.Gd o{.Ãy@ îl¡lJr @y @l¡ i6 tOI
¡ca. d¡dac ¡!d/q qpoæ fq sùkü lÅir Cøgray ir ø oiy b@E lO2
li¡btc. rh. 

^¡sd 
rill s dG d¡litæ b tiE p.6pr di¡r ú¡ñf ¡nd f OJfffird to dE Fi¡@Ã'¡ Fu¡rd llmæ €æ¡ry of Crudl Ooan t(N

M¡rüE 8d!ßù. Y¡w. B.C- ú ¡q û Þ.uhb¡c ¡f6 @bt ¡OJtlE6f. .ll æ-!^h.íFr Fo..sa¡. !&¡dira¡ ¡!d odÊ bú-l ¡¿oo¡ ¡O¿cdewrdrtio3aos¡(å@rræ fO7
TL ¡{sq!d ùü !d dftc [t rdúhd€ of [.büV. cirtrd ôcfæ f Ogc rfc my æ úü¡<tr dy lqlt ln I dri¡! fq d¡kü .hc Cdû f 09puy uy bc lhble Thc ¿{rscd r¡¡-U d ¡Âcfæ i¡ ey o.sdiüi(ñ of I tO

tlE Fú@'¡ Fdld lËlæ Crfqt of ôqdr fq s¡læ¡ of ¡sy I r I¡.t¡l D.æ..d¡rB¡ fu €pact of rry æ fa dt¡dr rtE Cærry É f t 2
¡i¡btc ond6 aiÈ pol¡ct¡ prwid.4 læu. da ia up< of rry aãrr- I t 3ræ likdy ro aiË r¡æ b ¡ d¡íE iEdd d¡¡f po¡ky. úÉ Árs€d ;r obliß.. I 14
rcd ¡o ùú ¡lull a¡tc ¡{r.[ r.F þ prG rhê 

^sucd'¡ 
(¡¡rd./q rh. C¡m. I I 5pqny'¡) in(ffi s rcdd mbly b. ut6 in tlE ¡bl*ì ot rhir d t 16¡imil¡r imoe lf dÉ ¡lsqtd .tqtl f¡il q.lf@ b Êdc ¡r¡y ct¡in ¡r itz¡u(lr¡z.d bt alÉ F@'¡ t¡ld l@ Cúrp¡rt of C¡û¡da rhÉ il8li¡tili(y of llE C@{l¡oy b úê Asqcd ¡å¡It bc l¡ûi@d þ .hc eæd ll9fd which Érlqrn(@ld h¡Ebdmdc itolt|hm rcquircd þ lhÊ C6S.¡y. tlÉ Asurcl rt¿tl ¡id in <ur- t2lict iôf@dfi ¡ñd didcÉ rnd år oùcio¡nt wirn.s ¡nd rh¡lf e t22

opq¡rc wiaà th. CÆp¡¡y ia tlrc dcfæ of uy d¡im q Þir tr ¡n (tE l2lrpgal f<ø æy judt@dq ¡¡ Gpd of &y @rc@ s hdcinb(to..ê t2apr@idcd. i:t
Th. Coñp{ly ¡tun ro( tc l¡¡bL fd rhc d d qpcnk of pcGuc t 26

idg fi dcfdrdidg ¡dy clrid q ¡s¡t unl6 rh. qæ d¡¡n h¡r bcñ ifficd | 27
w¡(h tk wka6 @Gdt of tlE Fi¡@n'r Fuod lúuoG CeFny of ¡2tC¡dd4 fi rhc CduÞ¡ny du.tt b. qdrl-r.d rlut fkh ¡gpr@l c@H nd 129
h¡vc bc< obqincd s¡dd ahc ci(tuErt¡G riúú wc¡J@bk d<t¡y, lled lh¡( rqdr 6 ¡nd du.t6 €c Érdubly rnd ftrogcdy ¡@Rd. roct ¡ 3 ¡øt c qpcm bcinS sbid ro rhc dcdud¡bL. Thc cd ¡nd d¡Ëõc of |i2pr@(¡ng ¡ny cl¡im in *hidr rhc Compeoy ¡h¡ll h¡r d inkrd by ¡ll
¡ubrog¡dd q oüw¡sq du.lt bc dividcd bdrc thc Asurcd rn¿ (hc ll{
Coñp¡¡y propdi@tdy to th. rñ@ns Ít¡¡d¡ ahcy @ld bc d(i([cd to I lJreivc epc<irly. if thc uit¡trqld bc¡æful- ¡16

Th< d of inG¡t¡tiaS !rd./d dcfødilg ¡try d¡¡d r rdit ¡t¡iE( | l?(hc 
^$(cd 

b¡rcd oo ¡ l¡etiliry 6 eo etlcacd liebiliry of rhÉ ßur¿ ¡J8
@vcrcd by rhir in*oe thall bc peFblc by tlE Conp¡ny fd rh. c¡ccs ß9
by whi(h (hc amdnt pâid in ((lsncnt ¡nd/q (hc cøG ¡nd dpcls of ¡40(h< iovdigåriotr ünd/fi dcfde qcd tlE ¡mout dcdú(ibk ùn¿t rhk t4l
fþl¡cy. lwhcrc (tÉ ¡ñdnt p¡id by rhc rtsurcd ci(h.r undcr r iud8mcnt or lt2
¡n a8Íccd <(lcmcn( b$.d d r ¡i¡bili(y @vcrcd hÈrcin includin¡ ¡ll c6. ¡{lcx6ns of dcfcG ¡¡rd æblc disburfrc¡G c¡c<d¡ rhc ¡mdñ of lq
dcdudiblc undd (hir policy, (hc Comp¡ny fh¡l¡ b< li¡blc fs 15. Ê:(r:e l<i
ovcr ¡hc ¡mouot ¡o dcduqiblc. t46

Thc CmÞany shâl¡ b. subrog¡kd .o ¡ll (hc ri8hs e'hich (hc Arsu!.d I a?
ñey havc agåins( ¡ny o(hcr pcrrcn or cn(i(y, ¡n rõp.< ol ¡ny p¡ym<nr l{6
mudc undcr th¡s pol¡cy. (o thc cr(cnt of lffih p¡ym6t, ¡od th.,trûrcd ¡49
sh:ll. upon rhc rcq6t of úc Cæp¡ny, cxñ(c tll d@ftnc ñqry l5O
to ffirc ao rhc Cmçuny sæh righc. lJ¡

Thc Cmpqny 5h¡ll ùc .ûddcd (o hkc qcdir for rny çxofit xcruing ¡ 52
ao (hc Asrúrcd by 16ú of ¡dy ftgl¡gæ ø wrdtful ¡d of rhc t j3
Aiiurcd's sqnG ø rgmG, !p to thc n4@ of iG 16r. d (o r@rq ¡J<
for ¡(r osû a@un( frm third parti<s tny d&ugc (h¡r üy ba Fro(¡blc lJ5
by rcson ol such ægli8æd wdgful ¡d. t56

Providcd (h¡( stErc thc 
^srurcd 

Ís. ircpøirc of (hil ¡sur¡úc. 157
coKcd or prordcd ¡g¡iñ ¡ny l6s or clåim wh¡ch *@ld qhcrwirc l j8
ha"c bm paid by thc Company. undcr (his potict'. ú€rc shãll b. no con. 159
lri bu(ion by rhc Company on (hc bsil of doublc isur¡ncc or othcru'isc- I @

No c(åid or dcmãnd zsinf (hc CmFny undcr thiJ pol¡cy th¡ll bc 16l
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eisd q h6fdrcd. ¡rlc É Fd. c¡c4{iq ¡ ¡<8¡lly 4gd-ncd
eis of rfr xæ àt d* ¡o*.1. ¡atU ¡cquirc ¡nt nghl ¡t¡¡d @
€m9orry þ durè of ihk iGUaG yitttd.h. dp(õd m(q @(
oltbc€øpry.

No -iioá-¡f.X ü. çid drc Cærny fd th¿ roul of.uy^læ
æiqrd bv tüc 

^s¡t<t 
qdæ o¡ó ¡qim il b(4€hl '!:iq tu @_

Edrittia-æ€f.f6 ltÉ ført iqdrddd€Éaf 6(d 6 G
k¡á¡æ .æL<..¡< ¡fsqEd. 6 ia-o4 óc d¡iú r¿id lå. CGFny
æ'lffi'tt;ocy or àa, r,-¡ i"¿sd q ddc ltlõ È<n
Ìf¡€ ¡r bG¡SU riúi¡ * tut f¡6 ú. d¡k of tbc Fyd d @
d¡i4

-Tbc 
Cøæy dull d ùc li¡h¡c fd úy dr¡o d rre!¡b4 lo 

'lÉÉæ'¡ Fs¡å læræ Cøp¡qy of Cr¡¡d& O€! l{¡¡i¡' B¡¡4á'
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' ' g¡tts-env roy atgl (hir ælicv bv siviî8 'o-d¡vr' 

ñd;iæ io
sir¡.u: ic .if.iai *å .tK ¡tul¡ b< ¡ dqrn of -P(dium-of JÉ-Ft
øod.h. w¡th Uoddwi6 io rûyGn( rütnrn€ ¡ mrtuñuñ ol 4h ol (k
siriqlo¡wiqa-'----rùãã *.u't" m €.rodtåt¡.r 6 réùm of 9'6¡um ¡f Erd tor
fr@wæiü@"-_ É *tûd; u-at itt tt- p"ti"v e*ns dÉ hulL dcùigv' dq
ôf abc Ed øEéd hdti¡ æ @õltdEd iøæoafd Egr.L .-

Th¡¡ ¡@¡årll Û.K,id ia æ & w€ ¡!¡É-9goor qúy
ÉÁ óqEf. ó¡ú b. þ¡d. hEfdEd q 6d{¡tÉff. d-il kc by ¡'ty
:û¡æ of i.¡'sød q <ù¡É of (hc tÉd. q. il üu 9ol¡cy -bc
sd¡léd q pLdsc4 rit.hd ÚE prdþ6 @ 
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sunt ot N
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Notri(ls{údiqg 3alüiog oq(¡¡æd hæ¡q to aûc oqtdot rc Erb¡E(y Í(rcúõ (o tbc comp¡oy dícÍlv or indicttS
x, Fo(r.y[*çd.-äï:;;;HJ;-;U b.*t-óo.ut.'"¿- ttït-* "l]i*-reqndcr 

¿ policv ircluding tlEcie-
¡t d.! Huu¡ GrarO oau!!?uã-u* *- ¡^rr"¿ t 

"q,r¡ìo 
oc ¡æred ntuc d¡tcd úEcin)lsuffÉid( in ¡m6nt to pay fn sch

¡2 lG5'dúågcqqpce
R F6 C iu Spcct Of aoy løs, dægc <* apo* s5tå¡lcd þ røoo of apturc, r-iarc' Úf6t. rffiain( o( dctainæat q thc

x @6.** a*-r *ii""äiÇãt; ;;t*i""d ¡" -*ár"* or qiutav. uv¿t or ¿ir ¿aioo bv fore of .m, iæludiag

,j Eiß¡!d rcp"¡c aooTiffi';"rd;;;i*..ù".b-of åcqyq Êic¡dty qis¡: qs<¡incd irærccquæ of pl¡rios lhc

¡6 wi ir jcopsay s u ã q -æ of w uta i" o. .øtt pn"cs of i miliør¡r øgagøot itrIudiDg @b{ti¡g s-disdb{k-
,7 ¡og üæpÉ - *toi¡ J*- ¡" r-hc iD¡E d¡ræ æ of sÁ cräsraaç ryd u¡ $rdr 106+ /'n.gc Ed_oP."T *.q bc.qdudoJ

rg fr6 a&is p"u"y 
"it!*t'ü¿ 

ø * O.,f*¿'. li'Ailiriõæfrt bsclo acdiedæ q ottrq*isc' ¡¡d wh¿thq bdæ o¡

Þ rft6 r dÉd¡r¡tioq of w.
E fbr rrv roc+ ¿æec, q qæc ui¡i¡g fm tbc e¡Êdtrrid 6 brach of uy cåarta. bad dcbG. frud of ¡96t5. is¡wy.
rt 16 of f*iór, p*s, i]o.y.;ñd*ã; - try oo.. ræ of rroq q æ i stt of ..hc brect of rnv q¡údtãki!8 to loed

¡z uy d¡go, a ¡o *p"a ãiñ|^]i - "d 
hä" aã¡ei¡g ¡o uy qdåwfü¡ frsdc tr pqfo'ins üv un¡awful rcr. vith thc laor¡€dgc

B of thc .{scd-
x Ffi.r¡y tqss, de¡gÊ. op*.. * a.¡- üisi¡a o{É of or b¡vilg fd¡tioa to 9c lowugc of æy otlu verd-ø -afi' vhalrcr

,, uod6 lgffiût * "on-;l],'"¡'t 
*.e. * t .rsrt -+ cto *¿ --@ft ¡n.dis¿r6 to a pfit or plåæ of sfcry. prwidd

E bææ. ttrt thÈ a"'J ¡UloJ rp4y to-daic fø Iæ of tifc or pcroel io_ jury-uisi¡e æ- ¡ rcult of towins'

t Fq .ov .l"i- r* í*lr-r¡flä Ê-*r ¡"iury ¡o *¡"C"q to'thc b¡ldli¡rg àf øgo wtuc ndr cl¡in uisa unds ¡ qlra<1 of

'E 
iod@ity bctw rl¡c Ass'rqi ud hÈ 3ub-ðufr¿ctff.

tft For uy A,;-. fo. ¡* of. ¿r-rgc to. c cpoæ id¡sspa of erEp @-board ürc vésd hqcby igucd'
to Fq uy lss, ¿r*s;r;t ¡¡egiit ;p@à 1-rc c pcutty. of icy kiod ø uturc whåtffi' whc(hq statutory or otlwisc'
¡r i'e*cd oo t¡. ¿sr"4-ìi:tìr; di.ã;'* i-ü*;t% a drua¡i¡âæ or. a qith rspcrr to. a!rc actu¿l or pototial dirchagq spilt-

ü¡ rtc q tqleec of ql, ñ4 -";", t.tr¿t""; ¡¡.o¿.åà C,*iitt 6 oüs $63år¡6 of uv kind or E(urc RhaGffi- A[ tøñ'
13 @od¡rio*.rd *d;äåii'* å¡qç¿ù.¡¡ p-i"y, a implicd at taw. shalt bc døcd ucndcd to thc cxt6. K¡ry to ßiYc

t{ full foræ rnd cffca to ú¡is dausq
tJ Ftr ¡ry liâbility of tbc Asúcd to Matæ aird mbca of thc 6fl of thc Imrcd væts ud to âll othd oploy6 of f'lrc

t6 Asufcd by r@o of tjrc Liabitity iopccd zpoo q- ¡sacd by úE Ascd undc any worlimcn's compcution or EEploy6
.7 Liability Iås-

It tt b qpfGty udd@d 4d aSrccd if ud whco tlrc A¡wcd ha æy ¡otq6t othq rlw æ a shiPoqq i¡ thc vascl høcby iroucd' in qo qqt
19 ¡batl rtE @pa¡y uc riaur. r,c.åiJqìo -y groto oa.nt tt". if *& ¿*cd w thc wn< and wac cntitlcd to all thc riShG of liñitådon to

$ vhicä r shipomq is cEtitlcd-
rr uq¡6 odlRirc a8rc.d iÂ wiúng, liabilùy høønd< shall ¡n no ffit qe.d tlBt which would bc im¡rcscd on thc Assurcd by law in thc ab¡cre of

9 @o(8c1.
5 L¡ability hqqEdc io rcpccl of uy onc a€iddt or @Føæ b linitcd to thc rmmt høcby ircurcd'
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